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How Cir cuits nrc tuned
T urn numbers
T he choice or wire
Takin~ tnppin~s

Yes, that is the whole point. Because th~ Set V(Orlcs in
a more or less unsatisfactory manner, yet app~rently all
is in order, the e:ll:perimenter blames either. his locality,
~is aerial or even the transmitting station.
And the
wP,ole trouble often lies in his inefficient ·· tuning
arrangements.

Damp prooflnt
Sintle layer coils
Basket coila
Slab coils
P ile wlndlnJl
Lattice coils
Honeycomb and duolateral coils
Mounting coils
Aperiodic Aerial coils
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Sharp tuning canttol be obtained with inefficient coils.
Once you have learnt how to make good ones from thi~
new Book you'll be sorry to think that you have wasted
so much time with your earlier inefficient ones.
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S tl!.<r. "'uthor says, "Many of t he coil~ used are
directly responsible for the mediocre results
obtained by some e>.:perimenters."

Buy a copy to-day-a surprisingly large amount of
accurate information is yours at barely the cost of
half-a-dozen terminals.
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A Five-Guinea Loud Speaker Receiver!
The

Ethophone-Duplex

HE Ethophone-Duplex is intended expressly for
listeners who waut an eflicient loud speaker
receiver at moderate cost. Eeception of broadcast
about 20 miles from a normal power station ancl about
roo miles from the high power station on a loud speaker
may be expected nncler favourable con(litions. The
c-ange on head telephones may be four or five times as
great. Dull-emitter or bright valves may be used without
alteration to the set. The first valve acls as a radio
frequency amplifier as well as a detector. Tuning is
effected by two controls and the wave-length range extend~
from 250 metres upwards.

T

The low price of the Ethophone-Dnplex is clt!C to mass
production methods. The instrument is fully up to the
usual high standard of Bnrnclept Apparatus. At five
guineas you will not get a better recci\·er. \\'rite for
full particulars.
:-;-o. 1503.

Ethophone Durlex, w:thout vah·e', battt~rics,
coiL', etc., with full in~truc:ioi", £5 5 0.
To whic:1
must be addl.'d, £1 5 0 Marconi Lict nee.

built in a nne-piec~
of an insulatiN-g com~

and properties of

The Anti-Phonic Valve Holder
John Scott- Taggart,
F.lnst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E., writes in the "Wireless Weekly," dated Sept. 10 : "I
consider this new component as an
example of enterprise which is
curiously lacking in the industry
to-day."
H.\TEVEE valves yon usc, the Anti-Phonic \-ah·e

W

holder will tend to prescne their life by relieving
the filament from all shocks. Head this extract
frodl a lecture delivered at the 1nsiitu1.e of Electrical
Engineers : " Very numerous experiments in connC'ction with the microphonic noise cl,aracteristic of dull-emitter vah-c~ have clrin·n
us to the conclusion that the efkct is entirely due to the filament
retaining a high degree of (']asticity at its normal operating
tt:mjwraturc. At present the only practicable nwthod of
' eliminating these noises seems to be to mount the valve on a
special type of holder designed to prevent any except very
low frequency vibrations from reaching the valve."
ThccAnti-Phonic Valve Holder prevents vibrations of a frcqucr:cy
of eight per second-too low to be heard. No rubber is u<O.cd.

--
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No. 401. Anti-Phonic VaJyc Holder. Diamct· r
on:r r in. For panel o,· bas~ mounting. In car,on

ins., h('ight ju:-;t
ith sere\\.'-', 6,-.

l'urchase Bunzdept by its namc ..-substitutes are not the same.

!

DISPLAYS of our new
apparatus are being
held at all our Provincial
Branches and by our Principal Agents.
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OUR
S Editor-in-Chief of ;,ll Eadio
Press publications, 1 have
great pleasure in introducing
No. r of TnE \VIEELESS Co:-;.
STRUCTOR to 17),000 readers.
This figure alone will give the clue
to our reasons for adding to
the already very great number
of readers who support the
H.adio Press. THE \VumLESS
CoNSTin:croR is frankly out
for a yery large circulation by
producing a magazine having
special features which will
appeal to a very wide public,
and by pricing the periodical
at the extremely moderate
sum of sixpence, which, in
these days, even the humblest
schoolboy can afford.
TV ireless Tr eekly, at sixpence, appeals to a certain
class of the wireless public,
while JI,J odern Wireless also
has its special appeal.
The lines on which THE
\VIRELESS CONSTIWCTOR will
be planned are different from
those of either of these papers,
and there will consequently
be no clashing between the
three magazines issued by
Radio Press, Limited, a concern which devotes itself
exclusively to the publication
of wireless l i tcra ture, and
consequent!:· is capable of
being equipped and organised
for the production of reliable
publications.
By becoming a reader of one or
more of the Hadio Press publications you will derive benefit which
no other concern can gi,·e. Onlv
by the production of se,-eral

A

MAGAZINE

NEW

journals and many books can an
organisation like our own give
such unrivalled service and facilities. A very highly qualified
technical staff, a service department which no others can boast

Mr. Percy W. Harris.
and which will put a set right for
an extremely small sum, provided
you arc a reader of Eadio Press
j1ublications, and many other
advantages arc at your disposal.
\\'e are now ;1ble to give all these

3

facilities to every class of wireless
enthusiast. Every issue of THE
\VIRELESS CoNsn{ucToR will be of
great interest and value to every
beginner, although some of the
articles will appeal to the more
advanced constructor.
There is no need to introduce Mr. Percy \V. Harris,
who has been appointed
Editor of this new paper.
His reputation as a wireless
designer is unrivalled, and
his knowledge of what the
constructor needs is such
that a paper of this kind
could not be placed in more
capable hands.
We ask you to tell your
friends who are beginners
about this new magazine.
\Ve also ask you to usc the
order form wliich is enclosed
in every issue of this journal
'"hen replying to advertisers.
A guarantee is printed on the
form, and the use of this will
ensure you receiving prompt
attention and, in the case of
any trouble, which is extremely
unlike! y, the backing of the
largest firm
of wireless
publishers in the world is
behind you. Provided you
use our order form, you will
obtain the fullest satisfaction,
and you can feel the same
confidence that all members
of the wireless public feel in
the articles and publications of the
Radio Press.

Kovcmbrr, 1924
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!. The Crusoe Crystal and Valve Set I..
;:
§=:

-

By PERCY W. HARRIS, Editor.

--

Robi11son Crusoe m1tld hm·c made this set fmm odd bits
s:n'('{l j'mm the wrcct~ !

e-lUUUJilHU! I l II If IIIIUIIIIII!'I!'IUI!UJI~J:IIIIIII!'IIIIJUI!II~Hill

T

HIS is the story of a simple
wireless set l made up to
amuse a friend \\"hO wanted
to see just how simple a crystal set
could be" Do not despise this set
because of its humble appearanceit will \\'ork just as well as an
expensive crystal set, and better
than manv. You can make it in an
evening, <ind in building it you will

n II t! Jl[ f llfiU! Uli U' HU !lltiiU'::

mine from the outside covering of a
box of breakfast food), leaving the
tinfoil exposed at the two 1iortions
indicated. At the rear of the baseboard stands a coil which you must
wind in· the wav to be described.
A short length -of .:\o. Ii> wire is
brought round, bent into a loop, anJ
screwed down ~ightly to the tip.foil
with a wood screw ;mel a washer.
You tune this set with your
finger!

the baseboard another piece of
.:\o. I(J wire, bared of its insulation,
is secured, one encl ba\·ing been
twisted round a pencil so as to
form a Cf\"Stal cup, the othc'r end
being allo~n:cl to stick in the air.
J nto this cr\"Stal cup is Jon~ecl a
large piece o"f tinfoil, in which the
crystal itself is imbedded, save fn

Winding the thick wire coil.

learn a great deal about wireless
which otherwise would take a long
time to learn from a book.
Raw Material.
The material required will be
found about the lnuse for the most
part, and all you will need to buy is
a pound of Xo. 10 D.C.C. wire, a
sixpenny piece of crystal, and, of
course, the inevitable pair of telephones (if you cannot borrow thc:sc
from a neighbour).
If you wish
to he:tr Chelmsford as well you will
1~eed, in addition, about ! lb. of
No. 24
double cott.on-covereJ
wire. Let us look at the set
and see just how simple
it
is. \Ve have first of all a basehoard wllich can be made from am·
piece of drv wood, measuring as
:-hown in the drawing. On ilL~
front of this baseboard you must
gum a piece ·Of. tinfoil such as is
11secl in wrapping cigarettes, using
a piece of the dimensions given.
On top of this you must stick down
a piece of waxed paper (1 obtained

Removing the coil by twisting.

By m<c:ans o! anoth:cr wood screw
and a piece of Xo. H) wire, bared,
of course, of its cotton insulation,
and twisted as shown in the diagram
vou must now make the first of the
telephone terminctls. .:\ otice tln t
one ewl of this wire makes con he L
with the tinfoil on th" lnse. J u,.;t
to the right of this aJFJthcr piece of
\Yire is ht;lcl clown to the baseboard,
one end terminating in a small cc,il
as before, the other being h:'nt up
in the form of a support for th2
"cat-whisker." Further lnck on

its upper surface. The piec0 of tinfoil makes quile su!hcient contact.
The cat-whisker must be matle
fro n the thinne,.;t piece of wire you
lnve about thdnuse ..\fler twisting
it round a pencil, rennve the insulation from L"tch end, slipping one
end of this wire cat-whisker in the
C.)il of the cat·\\"hisker lFllder, the
other en I bein~ allowecl to rest
gently on th"c CT\"stal. You will
also IH'8d to en t a piece of woocl
2 ~in. hv r .\ in.
On one side of
tl~is you ·mu:i't gum a piece of tinfoil
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collapsing, and when you have
pressed it in the form shown in the
photograph, tie it with string or
thread. ?\ow twist each end into
:1 small spiral aml bend the spirals
into the correct position, so that
one coil clips on- the wire on the
hascboarcl and the other will allow
itself to be puslled on to the upright
''ire from the crvstal cup. Your
components arc now complete.

The Crusoe Crystal Set ready for work.
\vhich is also stuck round one enu
anr1 lnlfway across the top. A
\Hlod screw and washer hold against
the upper si<le of the tinfoil one end
of a piece of wire, \\·hich can be a
single piece of the rubber-coyered
electric lighting Hex so easily
obtainable. The other end of this
1\exible wire can be secured bv
twisting tightly to the piece of wire
\\ hich stands yerticallv and has for
its lower end the crystal cup.

Winding the Coil
The next step is to wind the coil.
For this you \\·ill need a hexagonal
pickle bottle. The hexagonal slnpe
is deliberately chosen for the purpose you will di~coyer later. Take
one end of vour :\u. I(> Ll.C.C. \\ire
and hold it umler the thumb of
the left hand. :\ow \\ith the right
hand wind a coil of so turns tightly
on to the bottle. lf vou lind that
you cannot get the \viwle of the so
tur!ls on to the bottle then release
the end which is being hehl by your
thumb and let the coil spring off a
little wav, pushing the remaining
turns along to take the place of
those turns \Yhich have been released. ~ow carrv on until vou
ha \ e wound so ttirns, cut off ·the
wire after leaving about 6 in. to
spare, and release the coil from
the bottle with a slight twist.
Pick up the loose coil ancl assemble
it \l,. bringing <J!l the turns together.
1: ou \Yill now fmd that the kinks in
the ''ire do not come immediately
above one another, but the kink of
one layer comes above a straight
portion in the layer below. This
staggering of the turns enables the
coil to be pressed together without

The simply-made grid
condenser.

Connecting Up
The set is now read\· to connect
up. This is a yen· simple matter.
Bring vour aerial wire to the upper
end o[ the aerial coil, \\here it is
connected to the upright ,,·ire
from the crystal cup. Take the
earth wire to the lower end of the
coil, where it is connected to the
wire on the baseboard. The tdephones should be connected to the
front two spirals, the leads being
pushed into the clips as shown.
Lay the cat-whisker very gently on
some point on the crysial and
listen for signals. If you clo not
· hear them, try tuning the set by
sliding the piece of wood with its
tinfoil covering over the surface
of the waxed paper so as to CO\ er
a greater or smaller area of the
tinfoil. \Yith the coil sh0\n1, on
an ordinary aerial, you will hu.l
that you can tune from about 300
to 430 metres. If you live near a
broadc::tsting station \vith a \\'avelength longer than .4oo metres, I
would suggest to yon that you increase the ·number oi turns- of the
coil from 50 to ;o. A trilling
ad justmcnt of the cat-1\'hisker and
a little more tuning will suon bring
in the signals at good strength.

The Chelmsford coil in place. This is made by winding abo>.~t
150turns of No.24 cotton-covered wire in two layers on a medicine bottle. It is joined up in the same way as the smaller coil.

5
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Of course, if you care to spend ;t
shilling or two you can substitute
for th:: crystal cup and the wire
e<l t-whisker, a proper holder and the
set will be all thc> easier to operate.
,\Jtlnugh it is so ~imple, this set
\\·orks qnite well on an indoor
aeri:ll about :o:x miles from a broaclcast ing stat i lil, ;:mel on a reason a 1Jlo
outdoor :wrird ,,jJI gi\·e excellent
sign:1ls at about zo miles or even:
more.

The Valve Set
Having completed our "Crusoe"
cry,;tal set and heard goocl signals,
the next step was to sec how
~imply ''e coulcl make a vah·e set.
For the tuner portion the cn·stal
tuner served, it being merely
necessary to remove the catwhisker" from the crystal ancl to
connect the wires in a certain wa\·.
"\\'ell, anvwav, you will ha~-e
to buy a giicl con-denser and a
2 megohm leak," said my friencl.
" You can't very well improVJse
tlYse J"
ln this he was wrong, for with ·
the aiel of a paper clip, three

Raady for assembly.

II

2~

How to make the variable condenser top.
pennies and a piece of waxed
paper left over from the previous
experiments, a suitable condenser
;mel leak \\·ere soon made. The
,,·ax paper was cut to a size that
CJtlid be folded round one of the
pennies, leaving some paper projecting on each side. The other
two pennies were placed one on
each side of the waxed paper and
hefore the paper clip was applied
a piece of flexible wire was placed
against the upper penny and
another between the waxed paper
and the inner penny. The paper
clip held all three pennies togdher and at the same time
clipped the wires.
For the grid leak I took a piece
of sewing cotton, well wetted.
This was connected to the two wires
leading to this grid condenser.
The valve we had was of the dull

emitting type taking onlv .oG of an ampere,
This we simply laid on the table so that its
legs projected sideways.
One wire of the
grid condenser was now connected to the
aerial connection of the cn·stal tuner, the
other wire being taken mid wonnd round
the grid leg of the Yah·c. Two dry cells were
quickly commandeered from tho elec1ric bell
supply, connected together ancl the two ends
taken to the filament legs of the yah·e, \\hich
promptly lit up.
In passing, I must mention
that the maximum voltage from two cells will
not hurt the vah·e when no rhcosta t is used. .\
wire was also taken from the positive terminal
of the clrv cell to the earth conn<'ction of
the crysta-l tuner, the phones, of course, having
being removed from the set.
The next

Plan view of the board. Notice particularly that the
shaded portion represents tinfoil. The waxed paper
covers all but the small portions to which the wire3
are attached.
6
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JJRY CELLS

HIGH TENSION
BATTERY

How to join up the tuner for valve work.
r'\ep was to take a wire from the
plate leg of the valYe to one side
of the teler hones, the other side of
the telephones b<'ing connected
to the positiYe of the high-tension
batterv. '1 he negati\C ,_ide of the
high - teEsion ba ttlTv' was now
connected to the positiye terminalof the drv cell and our set was
complete. · 1'he only adjustment

The set in actual use

necessary was the tuning as before,
by sliding the piece of wood over
the waxed paper.
In conducting our experiments,
of course we had to be very careful
not to connect the wires to the
wrong terminals and to keep the hightension kads well away from everything else. Occasionally, too, the
cotton grid leak had to be rewettecl.

\\'hen you have performed these
experiments you will realise how
simple a valve set, as well as a
crystal set, can really be. In the
next number I hope to tell you how
to make a much more businesslike
and practical valve set of a simple
type from components that can be
bought for a few shillings.

it gives remarkable results even with an indoor aerlall
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How to

Solder
Jfints and Tips
on a Useful Art
By

Herbert K. Simpson
:•hillnd

Solderin~

rneans

a ,)'o•nul Set.
~

"."

........................ -------- ...... ......... ----- . " .... .
~-

~

Fig. 1.-First clean your" i"rori." -

M

A::\Y novices at the wireless game
fear to attempt soldering pecause they think that it is .a
very diJfi.cult thing to do properly.
They may have read, from time tci time,
such things as " Keep the iron just. at
the right heat," "Always be sure your
iron is properly tinned," or" Thoroughly
clean the work before commenCing. to
solder," and have felt quite at a loss to
know how to tell, for example, when _the
iron is hot enough.

First of all, the necessary articles
must be purchased. .\11 that we !leer!
will he a s:Jldering-:LJ:1, a file, Jlux, and
some solder.
.\ !lle>(lium siz'" iron
should he chosen, ,,·ilh a fairly pDintecl
bit (the bit is t 1J': lump of copper at
the end) to enable the iron tu poke its
\Yav int:::> ~nvk\\-~lr~l corners.

A

Jlat file will he quite suitable, hut

do not hu \- ow.' t11at is excessive! v
rough.
So;n~ form of non·corrosiv~
fh!x, such as resin or Flnxitc should be
cmplo~-ed, while a stick of ordinary

tinman's solder will complete the
purchases.
Tinning
The fi.rst pmc~ss is to clean up and
tin the iron. Fig. 1 shows lww to clean
up the surface of the iron. ]{esting the
iron on a block of stone or \\Ood, rub
the surface with the file to remove anv
"pils" or little holes which arc often found on th.e
surface of even a new iron, and finish off with a
rice of cmerv c!Dth.
::\ow, phce the iron in a
1lam2, such as UJat of a Bunsen burner (or alternatively a l•right fire, pro\ icle:l tk·re ;1re not a lot of

Fig. 3.-Applying the soider.
\Vhen the novice has followed out these notes, he
'viii be able, with a little practice, to solder his joint-;
quite well, and therefore to make a much better job
nf his wireless set than his friend who has never
t.aken the trouble to learn to solder.

,,
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of the t1ux in the lid (Fig. 2 shows how to tin the
iron). On remoYing from the fiame or fire, quickly
ckan up the .sur be:: \\·i th emery cloth, .and, holding
the iron in the left hand with the bit over the tin
lid, clip the end of the stick of solder in the flux
<!!1d apply \\ith a sweeping motion to the point of
the Lit. A few drops of solder will run o\·er the
osurface cf the iron, while scme may u!liere to it.
B,· rubbing the point in the flux in the i.in lid, with
p:rhaps a little ·more solder, a perfi:ytly clean
sih·ery surface will result,· and this condition should
lle n:;iched before proceeding further. Each surface
should be ti;mnl in this ma:nner and the iron mav
be returned to the !lame in preparation for th.c
aci.ual ,,·ork to be done. Great care must now b;'
bken in seeing that the iron does not become o-verheated, as if this occurs, the tinning ,-.ill be burned
off, and we shall b;n-e to start all o-ver again.

smokv coals burning, will do) for a
few i11inutes. Eemove the iron
and hold it about an inch away
from ihe cheek. If it feels really

Practise first,

Before commencing \voJ::k upon a set,
some practice should be obtained upon
some scrap. Obtain two pieces of copper
wire, say, about ·xo. i4 gauge, or thercabOl\b. H.ub the end of each piece with
emery. cloth, to clean it up thoroughlv,
and then twist fhe lwo ends together
tightly and closely, and apply scme
flux. \\'hen hot enough the iron should
be rubbed oyer with a piece of rag, and
scmc solder
then applied to the tin nee!
surface.
This is done hy passing the
stick of solder over the tinned surface
Of the iron, i'n COntact with it, as· S('('l1
in Fig. 3, until a blob of molten
solder is adhering to the iron.
1 he
\\·ires to he jcined are laid upon a block of
woocl or stone and the surface of the
iron llpon which the solder is adhering
is passed slowly over the joint. The solder should
nw freely o\·er the wires and, when cool, the joint
will be foun<l quite strong and well made. If tl1e
solder cloc:.; not run freely, either the iron is not hot
enough, the work is diity, or insuflicient llux has
been used, ancl another attempt should be made.

is

Fig. 6.-The final process.

hot, we can proceed to the operaticm of "tinnim(." It
be a little cliftlcult <1t frst tzl tell just when
i.he iron is hot enough, but with practice the exact
temperature will be ea,ih· recognisable.
\\'bile the iron is heating, obtain a tin lid (that of
the Fluxite tin will do admirably) and put a little
ma~·
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Wiring with Square Wire

A set may be made to look exceedingly neat and workmanlike if
wired with square section wire, and
as this method of wiring is realiy
quite easy, there is no reason why
every set should not look wellmade. Fig. 4 shows how to bend
the wire to the correct shape. A
pair of fiat-nosed pliers will be
required for this work, the wire
being held in the pliers and bent to
the desired angle by the thumb or
fingers of the left hand, whichever
the constructor may find most convenient. Each piece of wire should
be carefully bent to the exact shape
to fit between two points, such as
a terminal and the lug of a condenser, for example, before so1der1ng is commenoed. The shank of

A

SIMPLE POLARITY
INDICATOR.

HEN charging accumulabJrs
it is always necessary ro
know which terminal of
the mains is positive and which is
negative.
This may be determined very
simply by placing two leads from
these terminals in water. The
wire on which most gas is formed
is the negative, and should be
connected ro the negative terminal
of the accumulator. The reaction
is increased if a little sulphuric acid
is added to the water. Vinegar will
do in the absence of other acid.

W

the terminal must next be tinned.
Put some solder on the hot iron.
as seen in Fig. 3, and apply some
flux to the terminal shank with a
match stick, as seeu in Fig. 5·
The iron is applied ro the terminal
shank, and the solder should run
well over the portion to which the
flux was applied. The wire itself
is now cleaned and held in po.'lition
over the terminal, Fig. 6. Some
more solder is put on the iron, and
a little more flux may be put on
the joint. Application of the iron
to the joint will cause the solder
to run and a firm joint will result.
Don't use too much solder. Use
as little as possible, provided you
make a good joint. The same
remark applies ro the flux. If you
use too much of these materials,
you will find lumps of solder all

A

FEW

over the panel, and the flux will
form a greasy layer which is detrimental ro the insulating properties
of the ebonite. A very good plan
is to wash the panel over with
petrol after soldering, if the flux
has spluttered. Cases of ineffici·
ency have been traced to a deposit
of spluttered flux in between valve
legs behind the panel, so be sure
to clean away all traces of flux after
the job is finished.
A

FINAL

NOTE.

A final word. Don't get disheartened if your first attempt
should not prove a success. Remember we all have to learn, and
when success does come, it will
well repay any time spent in
practising with odd pieces of wire.

" DON'TS."

DON'T expect to r«teive signals if your earthing stcitch
is irn.
DON'T burn dull-emitter valves too bright in order w see
if you get bettef' sign«,ls. The filaments may not
IJII:U'n aut, but the dull-emitting properties of the
velves wi.U l#e impaired.
DON'T expect a high-ternsion battery to last for erer.
It deteriorates in time, even if not used.
DON'T take risks ~cilk the high-tension leads.
are expensive!

Valves

DON'T leave oo:lves lying aoout an the table.
roll ajJ far too eas.ily.

They

DON'T forget tv BWikk 8Jl your ooc«.tmtlaWr in the lon.g
imervals. You will need the curren.t later.
DON'T luwe your accumulawrs «ncharged.
them again immediately they run down.

A polarity indicator.

A neat form of indicator may be
constructed in a glass test tube.
A rubber cork is fitted to the tube
through which two small terminals
pass. These each have soldered to
their ends a length of thin copper
wire. The accompanying sketch
will make the construction clear.
It is advisable to drill a small hole
through the stopper to allow the
gas to escape.

10
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The

Resistoflex -.
Receiver -.~

.§-Tltis

set represents the result o.f ~
: three years' endravour to produce :

..5
.

a tltoroughl!J stab/~ refle.tJ receiver. ~~:~

~

:"tllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll I 111111:

Fig. 1. Here is the Resistoflex complete with coils.
the last three ve<1rs I
formers
greally
increases
the
lJ;l\-e
been
endeavounng
tendency to buzz, which is so
to
produce
an
etfcctive
prevalent in rcile:x or dual amplircflex circuit which \\-ould give
iication circuits in which one or
loud-speaker results
,,·ithin a
more of the vah-cs act, not only
reasonable distance of a broadcast
as a high-frequency amplifier, hut
station, and ,·et not to have to
also as a low-frequency magnifier.
rely upon the inste.bility of a
The Ideal Reflex
crvstal receiver or skilled operating
•\\'hether it i~ possible to produce
abilit\·.
the ideal reJlex set or not 1 cannot
Tlv'; S.T. IOO has probably been
say at present.
\Vith a single
made by at least 5o,ooo constructors
valve it is, of course, necessary to
in this country, if the sales of Hadio
have a crvstal detector to get a
Press Envelope Ko. I are anything
proper dual effect.
\Vhen two
to go by. Constructors on eyery
valves are u,;ecl, however, either
hand have written glowing letters
a cn·stal or the second valye
pr'l.ising the results of this setmav · he user! as the detector.
res Ilts which, in most cases, arc
TIH:: use of a crvstal detector
better than those I have obtained
enables both valves to be used
m :self!
as low-frequency amplifiers, whereas if a vah·e is user! as a detector,
S.T.lOO and Distance
only one of the valves may be
Although the S.T. roo receiver
US'-'d as a low-frequency amplifier.
is a very powerful one and will
Consequenth·, the S.T. roo will
wJrk a loud-speaker with the
always h<l\·e the merit of getting
greatest of ease, yet, in spite of
the nuximum out of the valyes
the nnny repCJrts to the contrary,
as regar,ls low-frequency ampliit is not, in my opinion, ideal for
fication, bc(ause no one can deny
long distance reception, and it
that an iron-core step-up transalso suffers under the disarh·antage
former gi \·es the best signal strength
of the necessih· for a cryst'd
in low-frequency am;Jli'iers.
d2~~Ct)r, an(l this, of course, i;
The instahilitv of r-:llex receiyers
the weak point in the whole
is due i'l s~J m-tnv c1uses that a
rec•.>iver.
A poor crystal or a
full in,·c::stigation- intn them <1ll
fanlty adjustment and the resn!ts
has t:1\ccn a ,·erv great deal of
are yerv inferior.
:\loreO\'cr, til·"
e:xpcrim::•Jt t! \Hlrk.
lt i:; not so
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of components on a panel as the
actual fundamental eyo]ution of
a suitalJ!e circuit.
One of my
principal contributions to the design
of reflex recei\'ers is in connection
with the feeding back of the lowfrequency currents in to the aerial
circuit ii1stcad of hctween earth
<111d filament batten-.
There arc
further nh;thorls of ·increasing the
stahilih· of the S.T. 100 <1nd other
reilex circuits, an(l some of the,;c
are given in a
constructional
article in " \\'irdess \\'eekly " of
OctoLer 22.
The hcL remains that eYcn
when all t hcse modiJ:cations ha \ e
been made, there
remain,; a
fundamental reason for buzzin!:!
in reflex circuits which it is alnws'i
impossible to avoid.
Nothing to Buzz

ln the H.csistollex circuit, however, I have at last found a solution
of this problem, and this lies in
providing nothing to buzz.
This
may seem very simple, but the
solution of the problem has eyaded
investigators for over ten years .
Put a little more scientificallv,
I cut out anv resonant ]0\~-
frequency circuit from any p<;rt
of a rellex circuit where it could
cause trouble.
The principal
cause of trouble in ref1ex circuits
is the resonant circuit produced
by the transformer which feeds
back the low-frequency currents
into the gricl circuit.
The lowfrequency resonant circuit consists
of an inductance which consists
of the wiiHlings of a transformer
woun(l on an iron core, and a
capaci tv which is ei lher the selfcapacity of the windings or this
capacity to which is added a
condenser connectc,[ across the
\Vindings. lf such a circuit is cut
out alt:Jg.>th•.:r from a reflex set,
the stahilit\· 1s enhanced \Cry

L. . . .~-~~:.~~l-~:. . (~~. .~:~-~--~-~~:~:~~~----~~~~-~~-"-~---·~~~~~-~l-l.:~.,:~:~.~~~~:~.~-f-~-~:~.~:-~.,::~:-~~~:.~~~-~---·~~~~~:~:· :~ -~,-l :~~---~~~:: :~.~~::.t.(:~~~-:.
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John

Sc!~-Taggart !

F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

§

1'his article, by the im·entor of
the famous 8.1'. 100 circuit, gives
practical details of a set which
premises to outriral e<·en the 8.1'.
100 in popularity .
.. natntltllltltltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltl~

circuit I obtain this eflect by
feeding hack the low-frequency
currents through a resistance connected in the grid circuit of the
fir~ t
high- freq ucnc v amplifying
vah e.
,\ vahe is used as a
detc·ctor \\Orking on the le<1kv
grid principle, and the rcctifie,l
currenb in the anode circuit of
the \·c.dve arc fed through an anode
resistance \\hich is included m
the~ grid circuit of the tirst valn·.
The luw-Jrcquencv n1rrcnt variations
through this res is ta nee
,.ct up potential differences across
it, c.1nd these arc communicated
i.o thc grid of t!w lirst vahe ami
'-'rc amplir:etl by it.
The Anode Circuit
]n tlH: anode circuit of this
Yahe \\C have telephones or a
loud-speaker, or prefcrahlv another
high resistance \\hich is connected
i.o a third vah·e.
As, howe,·cr, most of the readers
of TtlE \Yuu:u:s,.; Co:-.:snn'CTOR

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Plan view of the Resistoftex two-valve set.
will be first of all 111tere,;tcd in a
haml I haye pcrsonalh- found
t\\0-\alve set, I propose to de!tl
the rcccin'r
cffcctin;
\\ith a real!\· crlicicnt two. T 00 lS lllOnc
\
rect'i\·cr \\ orkiu:-:, on the
''hen onlv a short clistance from a
lZL'sistoJlcx
hruaclcasting station,
but the
The Results Obtainable
l\ l'sistollcx
possesses
m em y
The results obtainable \lith the
advantages which the S.T. too
particular st:l ahuul lu IJL' th:,;cribecl
cannot boast. There is no crystal
are \Try good, {1nd at ~o n1ilcs
to
out of adjustment, and it
from _,d,() l can :.;et rt'alh· ]oll(l
is
to make the set
loud-speaker result~ on qu-ite' an
buzz.
!{eaction, on the other
ordinan· outdoor aerial.
The
hancl,
can be Yery carefully
set, of course, gi\·cs sc\·cral times
adjusted, and the set is as effective
louder results than the S.T . .lion 5XX as on the shorter \Yave
The strength of signab, 1 find,
stations.
is somc\\·hat less than that gi,·en
hy the s:r. 100, hut on the other
Other Stations
Two or three of the other
broadcasting stations can be heard
on the phones, but a much better
illea of the full capabilities of
the set will be obtainable when
the reports come in from experimenters who have built up a set
embodying this circuit. I can only
sav that 1 am extremclv satisfied
w(th the results mvseif, and I
Jirmlv believe that there will be
aver;- great vogue for this particular
circuit.

The circuit has many points of interest.

···~··················· ..

Appearance of Set
The set has a very pleasing
appearance, as will be seen from
Fig. I, and it will be seen that
a ',hree-coil holder is employed.
Those who read mv article on the
l<esistoftex circuit in the issue of
" J Todcrn !Vireltss " of October,
and those who read mv article
on tri-coil circuits in the ::-::eptember
issue o£ that magazine, will realise

·································.. ·····································································~··················"'··"'·'"'"'"··- .........._
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Fig. 4.-Drilling and marking diagram of the two-valve Resistoflex
that I have aclaptecl the tri-coil
svstern to the Hesistoflex
-The set is -:cry compact, and there
is a single aerial terminal and a
single earth terminal.
The telephone terminals appear in front
c;f the set and there are seven
terminals down the right-l}ancl
side of the cahinet.
The top
terminal is one of the high-tension
positives, while the second one is
another high- tensio.1
positive.
The next terminal, the thin!,
is the high-tension negative, while
there are two terminals for the
low-tension batterv, which will
usuallv be a 6-volt accumulator.
The h~·o lower terminals are marked
C.B. ,_ and G.B.-, and across
these, terminals a small battery
of about 3 volts is connected, so
that G.B.- is connected to the
- terminal of the battery, while
G.B.
is connected to the-positive
terminal. The H.T. 1 +and H.T. dterminals may both be connected
together by a wire during pre!iminary experiments and one
terminal is then joined to the
positive terminal . of the hightension battery, while the negative
terminal of this battery is connected to the terminal marked
H.T.-, which is the third terminal

of the set from the top.
Tlnse
who desire to carry out experiments mav care to try different
values of -I-LT. for the: first ancl
second valves respectively, in which
case H.T. 1 + may be connected
to on8 wander-plug in the hightension batten·, while H.T. 2 + is
connected to <~nother wander-plug.
These plugs may be varied up
and clown the battery for experimental purposes.
The H.T. terminal, of course, is on the
negative socket of the high-tension
battery.
The Aerial

Tunin~

Condenser,

The aerial tuning condenser is
a .ooos 1,F .-ariable, and may be
of either th8 ordinary type or a
s'luare law condenser. The latter
type is to be reco:n nenclccl, although
not actually used in this set.
There is nci need to specify the
particular make of variable condenser emplovecl in the set, because
;my con.lcnsers advertised in this
j:Hinnl \>·ill be found satisfactorv.
Til::~ sam·~ really applies to the
thrce-cnil lnlcler, and it will b~
noticed that the two outside eoils
haye Jlexihle leads connected to
them which go to two terminals.

Reversing Coil Leads.
Th-ese flexil>le leads enal>le the
connections to the outside coils
to be \arie(l in respect of the two
terminals
provided,
'\Yhich
is
equivalent to re\·crsing the leads
to the cui Is. The grid coil, \\·hich
is in the grid circuit of the second
valve, is not so important as
regards the connections as the
aerial coil, \Yhich affects the reaction
obtained.
\\'hen this aerial coil
is close up to the middle coil,
or anode coil, either a reaction
effect will he obtained, or reverse
reaction. If signals are weakened
by bringing up the aerial coil to
the ano(le coil, after· retnning the
two variable condensers, the leads
should be reversed.
It is best tc
have the; aerial coil at right angles
to the anode coil when first commencing operations, <md to have
the grid coil, which is in the gricl
circuit of the second valve, close up
against th:; anode coil.
Coils Ne:>ded.
To recei\'c the B.D.C. station2
the aerial coil mav be a Xo. 50
or a Xo. 75, while- the anode c~)il
is a l\o. 75, as also is the secoml
grid coil,
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,\s regards vahc holders, I
very strol1gly advise the purchase
of the special low-cap;:city valve
holders which arc much to be
preferred. These holders are sold
by various firms, and any of these
tq,cs may be employed. H.T.C.,
Camagcs,
Goswcll
Engineering
Companv, and other firms supply
sui ta hlc val vc holders.
The two rheostats used in this
particular set arc Lisscnsta ts, but
Lisscnstat minors ·will do just as
well.
Excellent rheostats for a
set of this J,iml arc also made hv
Burndept's and Eadio (\;mmunication Company Limited.
The
panel, however, would ha\·c to be
larger for these laitcr.
The beautiful finished appearance
of the set is largely obtainc<l by
the usc of the '' l{adio Press Panel
Transfers," which are obtainablein
sealed envelopes at any wireless
shop, or any ncwsagcnt or bookseller.
List of Components
The parts needed to make this
receiver arc as follows:-Ebonite panel, I2 ins. by 8 ins.
bv 1 in.
Hadio Press Panel Transfers.
Ca hi net of correct size for above
p<nwl.
I three-coil holder.
I o.oOO) 1,F y;uiahle comlcnscr.
1 o.oOO) I'F ,-ariahlc con:knser.
., 1_isscnstat filament rheostats.
2 ,-ah·e holders.
I 2 vF :\lanshridge condenser.
I .ooo) vF tlxccl condenser with
clips 1Dubilier).
2 2 m::gohm gricl-leaks (Duhilicr).
I 1 oo,ooo ohn1 n1ounted resistance (Duhilicr).
2 .0003 vl<'
fixed plug-in coctclenscrs (Peto Scott).
I .oooo; 11F fixe<! plug-in condenser (l'eto Scott).
() socl,ets for plug-in condensers
(Clix).
15 \Y.O. type terminals.

Fig. 5.-Back of panel wiring.
Ouantitv of squarc-sc'ction wire.
Screws.·
Small quantity rubber-covered
flexible wire.
Pair of clips for Duhilier gridleak.

A Top View
Fig. 2 is a top ,-icw of the
rec'in'r, ancl th-e general la\·-out
of the parts \Yill be noted.
Fig. -lis <111 accurate scale dra\Ying of
th<' top panel <lrawn half-size,
\Yhilc Figs. 5 and h slnw tltc rear
YiC\\S of the set.
Three ilxcd
comlenscrs, which arc seen in Fig. I,
arc of the Pcto-Scott type ; the
condenser to the left of Fig. I
is a .0005 I'F, while the condenser
at the hack just in front of the threecoil holder is a .ooo3 vF, while the
one to the front in the middle is
also a .ooo_) 1,F. These condensers

arc of a very ingenious pattern,
ancl fit into Clix sockets mounted
in the panel. The grid condenser
of the second valve is of Dubilier
nnnufacture, as also arc the two
gridlcaks of 2 megohms -value
each, and the anode resistance o1
roo,ooo ohms .

The Circuit Diagram.
Fig. :> sltO\YS the circuit diagram
of the EesistoJlcx rccciycr.
It
will be seen that the aerial circuit
C'lJL-;ists of the inductance L 1
sh;mted b\· the yariable condenser
C 1 which l{as a capacity of .ooo5vF.
The condenscT C. has a value
of .0003 1,F and is'' shuntccl across
the resistance H., which has a.
fi:-.:e;\ Yaluc of roo,ooo ohms.
It
is essential th;tt this resistance
sln:Jll be of high-grade quality and,
g,'JL'r<llly speaking, l. prefer a.
Jixc:l resistance.
The condenser
C 0 has a capacity of 2 microfarads
l.t' F) ;
this condenser is of the
:\lansbridge type, but the actual
ya]nc is not -very important. Tln
cmvlenser C 2 has a capacity of
.ooo 5 ,,F, while E 3 and B. 4 are
gri,,llcaks having a value of 2
m;•gohms each.

Gcmdenser Values
The -variable condenser C 3 has
a maxim ;nn capacity of .ooo_)f<F,
although a .ooo5 I"F variable
condenser woul1l do.
The condenser C, is the usual grid condenser an<l has a fixed -value of
.uDO) I'F.
Th:.~ condenser acros'l
the telephones T markccl C, in the
diagram, has a f1xed capacity of

l=ig. 6.-A view from another angle.
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.ooo 3 ,.,F. Instead of telephones.
of course, a loud-speaker could be
used, as the set will easily work
a loud-speaker up to 15 miles at
least.
It will be seen that separate
tappings are taken from the hightension battery, these tappings
being H.T.+I and H.T.+z. The
little circles in this circuit diagram
represent terminals on the actual
set.
The battery marked G.B.
is provided to enable the grid
of the first valve to be given a
negative potential through the
resistance R 3 . This I found to be
very desirable.
Grid Bias
The value of the battery G.B.
will depend largely upon the type
of valw used for V, but 3 to 4
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volts was found most suitable for
"general purpose valves."
The
cells in an ordinary flash-lamp
battery may be used for this
purpose, and by scraping ofl the
pitch it is possible to take tappings
of the three cells inside the batterv,
each cell giving It volts approximately.
Signals will still be obtained
without a grid battery by joining
the grid battery terminals by a
piece of wire, but the signals will
not be as good or as pure.
This circuit has the interesting
advantage that the first valve
may be used as a receiver complete
by simply turning out the ftlament
of the second ;-a} ve and moving
the coil L 3 away from L,.
If
this is done the grid batterv should
not be used, but the grit( battery

terminals should be shorted by a
wire.
For ordinary broadcast stations L 1
may be a 50 or 75 coil with L 2
a 7 5 and L 3 a coil of the same
size.
The H.T. Battery
The high-tension battery should
preferably go up to 100 volts.

This article will be con=
eluded in next month's
issue (out November 15th)
and a fulf,sized wcnng
blue print will be presented
with each copy of "The
Wireless Constructor."

GERMAN STYLE

An Easy Method of
Tinning.

T is alwnvs achisahle to tin
1 he ciHb of terminals and
studs, etc., bdorc
them in position on the
:\Inch trouble is :cn·ed
so

I

The easiest wa\· to tin a numlwr
of things is as Ic>llu\\ s :-Procure
a small tin lid, a cocoa tin lid
suite; admirabh·, and melt sollle
solder in it O\'Cr a gas Jlam c.
The solder should ilow n·rv casil v
and should not be thick· or th.c
opera tiun will fail.
Hold the terminal, or \\hatever
it is required to tin, in the flame
until it is very hot.
Then dip it
into the Jlux.
l.t will then be
bright and clean.
Transfer this
to the tin of melted solder, taking
care that it becomes properly
hot.
\\'ithclraw from the solder
ancl shake any surplus met~ll off.
\ Yi ping with a dry rag \\ill also
remo\·e this. If the terminal, etc.,
has been made properly hot, no
metal will remain in the threads
and
prevent a
nut
pa"ing
over it.

Wireless apparatus 011 board a German liner. The style
differs from that on the British ships.

16

The heads of \\'CJod screws ma v
be tinned by 'the same proces~.
If all the terminals and com ponenls
on a set are plated, it looks ont
of place to see brass .Bxing screws
holding the panel to the ca llinct.
Brass screws with tinned heads
will probably not look as good
as plated screws, but the general
effect will be more pleasing than
the ordinary brass screw:;,
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This article will show yo11 how to u:ire up a circllit
•
even if yon ha1'e no previou~ experience ;ehatever.
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H fS series :;hows six wellknown circuits in pictorial
form, this method of illustration being adopted to 'enable
the veriest n-ovice to wire up any
d the circuits successfullv, should
he so desire. lt will be seen that
similar \'alvc panels are used in
each case, and these are so simple
that a very brief description will
suflice to ~nake the construction
clear,
If desired, an ole\ panel
containing a valve holder, filament
rheostat and a few terminals mav
he employed, but if it does ndt
conform to the following description
as regards the wiring, it should
be a lterec\ to do so,
The components are : an ebonite
panel large enough tCJ take the
valve holder, rheosta1 ,and terminals

T

Fig. 1.-Crystal detector and one note magnifier.

Fig. 2.-High frequency crystal detector and
magnifier,
without crowding (say 7 in, by
5 in.) ; a box of dimensions to
suit the panel, a filament rheostat
of a type suitable for the valve
to be used, a valve holder, and four
terminals. These latter are marked
in every illustration, awl their
inside connections should be noted
carefully.
F-+ goes direct to
a tilamcnt leg of the valve holder ;
F- goes to one side of the rheostat,
the other side of this latter being
connected to the other filament
leg.
Terminal G is connected
to- the grid leg, ancl A to the anode
or plate leg.
Xow to come to the actual
circuit~. Fig·. I shows a crvstal
detector followed by a stage of
low-frequency amplitlcation. The
differcn t part~ ma v he arranged
in com enicnt po~itions on a table

or <l board, and this applies also
to the circuits which foliow.
L1
is the aerial tuuing coil of the
plug-in type, its size being governed
h· the wavelength to which it is
C 1 i~ the aerial
dco;ircd to tunc.
hning condenser, a snitable value
being o.ooo) vF. D is the crvstal
<ktcctor, an:\ C., a fixed c:)n;lcnser
of o.oor 1d'; t\;2 L.F. transL1rmcT
is iiHiicate<l bv T 1 T 2 , and the
t;lam3nt battery by D,, \vhile
B, is the H.T. batterv. ln \\·iring
up it mast be rememhererl that
a small semi-circle in a wire
indicates " .:-:o connection."
The
circuit is very simple to operate,
the only tuning adj-ustment necessary being that of C,.
ln Fig. 2 we have the circuit
of Fig. 1 preceded by a stage of
H.F. amplification.
Since similar
components in the various circuits
arc given the same markings, it
will be su:-ticient to give only the

Fig. 3.-Valve detector and one note magnifier.
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Fig. 4.-Valve detector and two note magnifiers.
value' of components where necessary.
L 1 and L 2 are the aerial
and anode coils rc8pcctivelv, and
arc mounted in a t,yo coil holder.
The values of C 1 and C,, the aerial
am! ano0e tuning condensers, may
b-:: o.ooo5 I"F and
o.ooo3 1,F
respectively.
C 3 is a O.OOI ,,F
fixed condenser. \Vhen tuning this
circmt, L 1 and L 2 should be kept
\\'ell apart at first, and the effect
of bringing them sloyvJy together,
retuning at the same Lm2 on the
two condensers, mav be noted <1ft cr
having rcceiy·ccl signals.
Jn all
cases whc:re i wo coils :1re coup lee!
in this nnnner the effect of
reversing the connectif)ns to one
of them 'hcmld be not0cl, togctll,,r
with vari:1 tions of the coupling
IJet\\een them.
.
A vcn· eDJcicnt all-roun<1 circuit
is tint·' lnwn in Fi~. 3, Y\hch
con,;ists of a vain· detector fcl:o\YCd
by a lO\\·-frcquency amplifcr. L 1
and L., are in this case the aerial
and re~ction coils, and grc:1 t care
slnuld be taken wh;bt moYin:.!;

the latter owing to danger of causing
interference_. cl may again have
a capacity of o.o.oos.I"F; C 2 and
c3 have respective capacities of
o.ooo3 ,uF and o.oor I'F.
H.a
is a grid leak of 2 megohms resistance.
In Fi5. 4 is depicted the Fig. 3
circuit with an cxtr;:t LF. amplit!er,
the values mentioned in connection \\·i th the previous circuit
applying equally well here.
TLe
grid leak in the . present case is
marked E 1. T" T, is ihe sccon:l
L.F. tr<1nsformer, and V 3 tl''"
additional yal ve panel.
A sm:1 :1
hattPry B 3 is also included in this
circuit to applv grid bias to tL"
last valve.
A useful volta"P is
about three yo'ts, wl1en ;:sin;::
about Ioo volts hi~h tension.
1f
a low yalue of H.~r. is used, Jc,s
l>ias is necr:ssarv 8.nd nn ,. frequcntiv be dispensed wiih. ·
The Fi:r. 5 circuit cr:•,Jsists of
one star.;c of H. F. ancl a yal\·e

8;
Fig. 5.-High frequency and valve detector.
l'c~cclor.

Fig. 6.-High frequency, valve detector and magnifier.
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The aerial coil L 1
is nnun ted in a single sockt·t
holder well awav from L" ancl L,
which 2re the a'node awl rcactio·;;
coils rccpcctivcly.
\'a!ucs · (lf
components arc: C 1 , o.ooo5 vl';
C 2 , o.ooo3 ,uF; C 3 , o.ooo3 I'F;
C 4 , 0.002 vF ; H 3 , 2 mcgchm-;.
An excellent circuit for distance
reception.
Fig. 6 'hO\\'S a circuit cqui,·alcnt
to that of Fig. 5, but with a ~tagc
of L.F. 2mplification added.
C ,,
C,, C 3 , and C 4 may haYc the> same
Yalues as in the pre,·ions circuit.
E, Ins a rc,istance of 2 megolm1s.
Eegarcling the cizcs of coils to
usc in the Yc•,ri::>t:s circuits, a Xo. 2),
35. and 50 may be tried in tl•c
aeri·1! sc,clwt on the usual broadcast \Yavclcngths.
The anode
coil, when used, :ohould Lc a i\o ..co
or a 75 coil, and the rc<1clion cc•il
a N"o. 75 or Ioo. For Chelmsford,
the coils in the same order are
l'ios. 150, 250, ancl 300.
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The complete neutrodyne

receiver.

A Three -valve Loose - coupled
Neutrodyne Receiver
By PERCY W. HARRIS.
This receh'er ~ives remarkable selectiuity combined with extremely high sensUit•enes:?. It
is the " rfe luxe" instrument for the discriminating amateur. This article is complete i.'>,
this issue, but a few operating notes will be given in the ne.1:t number.
OR a long time I have been
wondering how it would be
possible to improve on the
selectivity of existing sets without
their becoming unduly complicated
or of limited range, and I think
at last I have succeeded in finding
a method which gin·s not only

F

0

£

Fig. t.--A direct-coupled circuit.
very high selectivity, but in addition
a great increase in efficiency.
Loose-coupling and its Difficulties

Considered from the point of Yiew
of the experimenter who confmes
work to paper and pencil, the
simp!< st way of increasing the

selectivity of a set is to substitute
loose-coupling for the direct coupling
generally used. In direct coupling
we have the tuning inductance
with its associated condenser connected directly in the aerial circuit,
the detector b-eing connected across
the inductance. There are many
theoretical reasons why the selectiYitv of such a set is low, but
its simplicitv has made it very
popular.
lf we use a crystal
detector or even a valve detector
without am· stage of high frequenC\', it is easy to place the
detector in a circuit separated
from the aerial as shown in
Fig. 2. " D " in Figs. I and 2
means Detector
and may be
either a crvstal or a valve.
L1
in Fig. I ·can be any kind of
inductance, ancl cl can be any
lqJe of -variable comknser, or
C 1 can be omitted and L 1 alone
\\·ill do provided it is adjustable.
In Fig. 2 the inductance is lluplicatcd, L 1 being in the aerial and
L. in the closed circuit. It is

19

quite convenient for these two
coils to be of the plug-in type
in a two coil holder.
Two condensers are also needed, one to
tune the aerial and one to tune
the closed circuit. If i;he coupling
between L 1 and L 2 is variable a
very great increase in selecth·ity
is to be found.

Cz

C;
£

Fig. 2.-A loose-coupled circuit.
Loose-coupling with a Valve

So long as the detector is a
valYe witl;out a stage of high
frequencv we shall not have much
trouble, save that due to the
increase in the number '.11 tuning

.1\ ovembcr, 1 ~2-1<
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Fig. 3.-A directly coupled high frequen:y and detector
circuit.

controls, for now we have two
distinct circuits to tune.
Let us
however, consider the difference
between Fig. 3 and 4, and see
what happens. ln Fig. 3 we have
the well-known H.F. and detector
combination directly coupled to
the aerial, the inductance of which
is L 1 , and the tuning condenser
C 1•
It will be noted here that
the negative side of the H.F.
valve is earthed.
Kow if this
circuit is well laid out and the
losses in it are low, whenever
the circuit C 2-L 2 is brought into
resonance with the circuit C,-L 1
there will be a great tendency to
self-oscillation, particularly if the
losses in the aerial circuit are
small, as isoften the case. \Yith
an efficient earth connection and
a w~ll-designed aerial adeqtiately
insulated, and the coils L 1 and
L 2 of fairly tl1ick wire, continuous
oscillations will almcst i1wariablv
be set up when these circuits ar~
brought into tune. To check this
self-oscillation and to keep it under
control it is customary to introduce

Jesses into the first grid circuit.
1 his can be clone in several ways,
cne of which is to connect the lower
part of L 1 not to the negative

the potential en the first grid
by means of a potentiometer (as is
done in my " Four-valve Family
Heceiver ").
In both of these
cases stability is obtained by introducing losses into the first circuit.
Kow, in the case of Fig. 4, we
have a similar arrangement, but
in this case loosely coupled to
the aerial.
Owing to the fact
that the ch1mping effect of the
aerial is not directly superimposed
en the grid circuit. the tendency
to self-oscillation will be far greater,
and unless the set is very badly
designed the closed circuit L.,- C, and
the anode circuit L 3--C 3 will break
into oscillation some time before
they are actually brought into
tune. Consiclerabl y grca ter losses
must be introduced here to produce
stabilitv, and this is the reason
the extra selectivitx obtained by
loose coupling such a circuit is
largely neutralised by the loss of
sensitivity clue to the damping

------1'1+
!il
('

Vz

~~----~1,--L-------6+
LT

Fig. 4.-A loose-coupled modification of Fig. 3.

but to the positive side of the :first
valve (this is done in my wellknown "All-concert" Receiver),
whilst another method is to vary

needed " to hold the set down."
In fact, I have no hesitation in
saying that the circuit shown ia
Fig. 4 is not " practical."

,------------------~-----------------------o+;

ll.l

-----n+z

,---

1
I

I

..
..
I .1

I

I

*
I

I

I

L.--Fig. 5.- The Neutrodyne circuit used by the writer.
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Fig. 6.-Drilling diagram of the tuning panel. In addition to the flexible leads shown, two
additional links with Clix are needed.

'Yhat is the cause of self- oscillation?
Every reader who understands the principle of reaction
]d10\YS that if we hand back from
the circuit C,-L 3 some of the magnified energy to C 2 --L 2 the oscillations of C 2 -L 2 will be reinforced.
The valve of course is a magnifier,
and it is easy to hand back into
C,- L 2 more energy than is drawn
frcm it.
If we hand back more
thi11l we have taken awav, we
maintain the set in a continuous
state of self-oscillation.
:'\ow in the circuit shown in
Fig. 4 there is no obvious coupling
between C 3 -L 3 and C,-L 2 ; actually,
hnwevcr, there is a "capacity feedback," due to capacity between
the electrodes of the valve and
l>el\\cen the leads connected to ii.
This capacity can be considerably
reduced by careful designing and by
usmg special low-capacity valves,
but whatever we do in reducing
capacity in this direction we cannot
entirely eliminate it.

Neutralising Methods

In the last vear or two the
problem of ove;coming the defect
has been tackled from several angles,

SEAta

AHiiAZ
0·00025;/F
SECONDARY

O-OOOI25pF

SINGLE.

AiiFi:iL

0-000!J pF
SECONDARY

O-OOOc5pf'

~E<.
~-

0·001 " "

SECONDARY

0-0005 }' F

l\Tr. John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
in this countrv. Th: Patent O.licc
has accord~(! priority in this
country to J\Ir. Scott-Taggart for
thcs" methods, disclosed in his
Patent No. 217,971. Prof. Has::ltine has designee! several methods
of
ncu tralising
this capaci tv,
and to one particular method
has gi\·en the name "neutroclync." \Yhilst, strictly speaking,
the title is only applicable to the
methods specified by Prof. Haseltine, any method of neutralising
valve capacity has been generally
cafled a " neutrodyne " method.
Une of the most practical methods
I have met is due to :\Ir. A. D.
Co\Yper, ~I.Sc.

Fig. 7.-Note that in the third
position a link i3 used between
the upper two sockets.

The Cowper Method

most important contributions to
the art in this direction being
made Ly Prof. Haseltine, a wellknown American expert, and by

It is the Cowper method of
neutralising capacity which I have
;1dopted, and in the present receiver
I have introduced a novelty in the
particular method of arranging the
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SECONDARY

AERIAL

REACTION

A

E

Fig. B.-Wiring diagram of the tuner. A full-sized blueprint, No. C 1,000 8, can be
obtained from the publishers, price 1/6, post free.
ncuiralising coil. Fig. 5 shows the
rircuit of the receiver in its simplest
form. It will be seen that there is
an aerial eircui t loosely coupled to
a closed circuit, which in turn is
connected to a high-frequency
amplifier. The high-fretjuencv vah·e
is coupled to the detector vah·e by
the tuned anode method and the
detector valve is transformercoupled to a note-m'lgnifier. · ln
the plate circuit of the detector
valve is induclecl a reaction coil
\d1ich is conplcxl to the aerial coil.
The particular point of interest
here is the neutralising coil L 4 ,
\Yhich must be tightly coupled to
L 3 • One end of this coil is connected to the grid of the highfrequenc~· valve, and the other to
a very snnll condenser known as
the Ileutrocl vne condenser, which,
in turn, is cOI1nected to the filament.
1.t is not necessary here to go into
the theory of the subject, this bt'ing
essentially a practical article, but
it may be said that the coupling
between L, aml L 5 iskept constant,
and by varying i.he capacity of C "'
the neutralising condenser, the

feed-back effects o£ the capacity of
the ya]ye can L>e completely neutra-

lisecl, leaying us a circuit in ,,·lli<ll
it is possible to bring the anuJe

A view of the back of the tuner panal.
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circuit and the grid circuit into
resonance without the objectionable self-oscillation which otherwise
would occur. The stability, being
thus obtained by neutralising and
not by introducing losses into the
grid circuit, does not reduce the
efticiei~cy of the amplifier, and thus
we get what we desire to have, a
loosely coupled receiver, giving the
benefits of selectivity and highfrequency amplifica-tion, without
the usual losses. Additional amplification is obtained hy the reaction
coil, so that altogether we have a
very efficient circuit. \Vhen I tell
you that it is possible to work this
set with complete stability on a
wave length of 85 metres, on which
l have got telephony from great
distances, von will realise that mv
claims are i1ot idly made.
·
A New Application
:\lr. Cowper has described several
methods of making up his circuit,
his coils being specially wound for
the purpose, and a Cowper neu trodyne sci using plug-in coils through-

THE WIRELEss CoNSTRUCTOit
out (the coils for the anode of the
neutralising inductance being in a
fixed coil holder) has been described
in "Wireless Weekly."
This
arrangement works excellently, but
has the disadvantage of requiring
no feWcT than five plug-in coils for
any given wavelength r: ng ~.some of
them being duplicated. "tcccurred
to me that a very simple way out
of the diflicul tv would be to use the
well-known plug-in transformers,
in this case altering the connections
so that, instead of having a primary
and a secoiHlary, one could use one
winding as the anode coil and the
other the neutralising coil. In this
way two plug-in coils are eliminated
and one has only to arrange for the
three coils of the tuner-that is to
S<l\", the aerial coil, the secondary
col!, and the reaction coil. Thes-;,
three can all he different, so that
the user has not to possess more
than one complete set of plug-in
coils in order to make usc of this
instrument. I am glad to say that the
arrangement works excellently and
just as well as with the plug-in coils.

J:\ext month I will give some
practical results obtained from
this set, meanwhile we will continue the constructional part of the
work.
A Tuner Novelty

In the des;gn of this instrument
I make use of a method which
gi,·es additional flexibility to the
receiyer. This is to make up the
tuner unit on one panel and the
three-valves with the associated
circuits on another panel ; the two
bling mounted, not in separate
boxes, but in the same box side by
side. The panels are each I 2 in.
by 10 in., a standard size, and the
box is 2+ in. by win., so that when
tl1e two panels are laid side by
side we get the effect of one continuous ebonite panel with four
short leads connecting the two
parts. lf desired, the two panels
can be moun ted in separate
boxes side by sicle, and some
readers may prefer to do this, so
as to use the loose-coupled tuner
with other circuits.

7''

I-s

...

114"

G~

Fig. 9, Front of the three valve panel. Blueprint Nr. C 1001 A (full size)
is obtainable from the Publishers. Price ls. 6d., post free.
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Illustration show~ the
three componcn ts of a
Cossor \\'unccll.
I\ ote
the c:mtre suprort tG
the tllamcnt.

Low working
temperature
guarantees
a longer life.
THE new Cossor Wuncell is essentially

TYPES AND PRICES.
TypC' :\. \Vith patrntC'<1 resistance in')Or
porated in hasC' C"\_actly as illustrated
and dcscrilw:l ou opposite page.
"~.R.I. Corresponding to Pr and for
U'ic as a Detector or L.F.
Amplifier
..
..
,, 23/8
\Y.R.o. With Reel Top (eorresponn·
ing to th(' P 2) for use as a
li.F. Amplhcr
..
, . 23/6
\Y .R.3. 'Vith Green Top. The new
Loud Speaker \'alw
• . 27/8
Type B. With standard nkkc1 base
without resistancr. otherwise
ahsolJtelyicientical with Type
A.
W.r. Corresponding to Pr and for
usc ac; Detector or L.F.
Amplifier
.,
..
. . 21/W.2. 'Vith Red Top (corresponding
to P 2) for use as a H.F .
Ampliflcr
.,
..
. , 21/W.3. "~ith Green Top. The new
Loud Speaker \'alw.
, , 25/4

•

FROM ALL DEA.LERS.

·
a low temperature valve. Its glow
is almost invisible-certainly no brighter
than the glow from a dying match. Thus
long life is ensured from the commence~
ment.
Again the Cossor Wuncell h1s been
designed to operate from a small 2~volt
accumulator. One of these of a size
that will readily fit the pocket will run a
3-valve set fitted with Wuncells for a
whole week's broadcasting-or a 1-valve
set for three weeks-at a single charge.
And the accumulator can be charged again
at a cost of 9d. or kss within a few hours.
While all bright emitter valves and some
dull emitters operate at a temperature
of at least 2,000 degrees, the W uncell
functions at 800 degrees only.
This graphic comparison proves beyond
doubt why the Wuncell will easily o:.~t!ast
two or even three ordinary dull emitters.
Obviously its filament will never
be subjected to the strains and
stresses which inevitably tend to
shorten the lives of valves working
at a temperature nearly three times
as high.

showing
takiHg

a

l>y means of

meter.

laboratory
temperature

the Pyro-

Owing to its design, its filament is quite
as stout and as robust as that in
the standard PI and P2 valves.
This is indeed a noteworthy achievement and disproves at once the
theory that a dull emitter valve
must of necessity be fragile and
delicate.

Standard Cossor
features ensure
improved results.
ALL the exclusive

features w;1ich
have made the Cossor the most
widely used valve in the country are
retained. Its secret of success lies in
the capture of practically the whole of
the electron emission.
In the ordinary valve with tubular anode
a considerable proportion escapes from
each end of the anode without servmg
any useful purpose.
The arched filament of the new Cossor
Wuncell is further strengthened by means
of a centre support. Obviously, wireless
enthusiasts will realise that in any v1lve
the filament is the only vulnerable portion.
If the filament can be so designed as to
be almost unbreakable and if the valve
will function when the filament is barely
glowing, then the valve should have an
almost indefinite life.
A further point is that the characteric;tics
of all Wuncell valves are an exact match
for the same type of valve in the C csor
bright emitter series.

rgmarkabJg new Cossor Valve
~-·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Adverttsemtnt of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., 1-iighbury Grove, N.5.
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rapidly made by the invaluable
" Clix " terminals shown in the
diagram.
Tuner Switches
Two switches are provided in the
tuner, one for placing the aerial
tuning condenser in series or
parallel, and the other for going
from the" standbv " to the "tune
position." On "standby," the set
is fairlv non-selective, and docs not
use loose coupling. By tuning the
switch over to" tune," one changes
immediately to the loose coupled
side, and all the advantages of
enhanced sclcctiYity may be obtained.
Incidentally I should
mention that when changing from
"standby" to " tune," the reaction
coil needs to be reversed. and it
would have been possible to have a
::>~\itch to do this automatically
\vhen changing over to " tunc.;,
However, this would introduce a
further complication, and I feel
sure that after very little practice
the reader will do all of his work
on the " tune " side, the reaction
coil being connected the right way
round for this. I am very much·
against complications in tuner circuits, particularly when they are

The three-valve panel in
separate box.
A Tuner Novelty
Another novelty will appeal to
manv readers; it consists of using
the now popular double condensers
in a new wav. Double condensers
have hcrctoi'orc been used almost
exclusively for tuning two circuits
~imultancously.
But in this instance 1 am using them to obtain
wide variations of capacity in a
ven· simple manner. ln the aerial
circuit, for example, l han~ a
double .0005 ftF. condenser. By
using the two parts in series one
gets a maximum of .00025 fLF.,
whilst by using them in parallel we
get a maximum of .oor mfd. It is
equally simple to use one half only,
thus getting a maximum of .0005
fLF. ln the secondary circuit l
have a double .oooz:; pF. condenser,
which in the same wav can give us
.oOO), .0002), or .ooo1.25 fLF.· Thus
in receiYing long waves such as
those above a thousand metres, it
is yery convenient to have .001
in the aerial and .ooos in the
secondary. For \Try short work,
as, for example, the 100 metres
American telephony, we can have
.ooos in the aerial and .ooo r25 in
the closed circuit. To avoid complicated switching, the changes are

Valves and transformer removed,
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feeling that most constructors find
them a great help.

The two panels side by side in one cabinet.
to be used for shortwaves :and after
all it is quite a simple matter to
reverse the flexible leads between
the reaction terminals on the tuner
and those on the valve panel.
'I his should be done ,,·hen changing
over.
Tuner Components Needed
For the tuner the following components are needed. As it ma\·
interest some readers who have not
readv access to reliable wireless
dealers, l am specifying the actual
components used, but it must be
understood that other makes mav
be used if desired, so long as the)·
are of good quality.
1 panel, I2 in. by ro in.
(I lun·e
used Radion :\Iahoganite here.
This is a first-class ebonite resembling polished mahoganv,
supplied with a polished surface
guaranteed free from any leakage.
It should be used exactly as
received, and in fact any rul;bing
of the surface will spoil its
appearance. lf you use other
ebonite (and there are plenty of
good makes) buy either a guaranteed leakage-free ebonite, or else
make quite sure that you remove
every bit of the surface skin on
both sides with fme emerv. If
vou do not do this there will be a
~erious danger of leakage and you
may get all kinds of bad effects
which you may not attribute to
this cause.)
2 double-pole two·way change-over
anti-capacity switches. (Ctility,
made by \Vilkins & Wright.)
I three-coil hohler (Igranic).
double condenser .0005 f.LF.
double. condenser .f 0025 f.LF. (both
of these condensers are BowverLower square law. Square ·law
condensers are now made by

seyeral firms and I strongly
recommend their use.)
() ;,er,min~ls 4BA.
I>
Chx
sockets.
8 " Clix " plugs.
,\bout 2 ft. of flexible indiarubber
covered wire (single electric lighting flex will do).
:\o. r6 square wire for wiring up.
,\nd, finally, if you intend to keep
the tuner in a separate box, one
box about 6'in. deep to take the
I2 in. by IO in. panel.
Building the Tuner
do not think any special instructions are needed on the manner
of assembling the tuner, for the
drawings will show quite clearly
how to connect up the parts.
Several makers of variable condensers now supply drilling templates, which are of a great help in
drilling holes for the screws. See
that you mark out your panel very
carefully, for nothing spoils the
appearance of an instrument more
than holes ,,·hich have been drilled
in wrong places and then filled in.
As a guide to the home constructor
we are able to supply a full-sized
blue print of the front of the panel
of the tuner, and also of the back
showing the ·wiring. These are
obtainable from H.aclio
Press,
Limited, Bush House, Strand, at
the price of Is. 6d. each, post free.
You should ask for Blue Print No.
Crooo.\ (front of panel) and Blue
Print :\'o. CwooB (back of panel).
The reproductions in Fig. I) anrl
Fig. 8 are exactly half size, which
itself may prove sufficient guide.
However, so many thousands of
blue prints have been sold since
I first introduced them in "::\fodern
\\.ircles~:,''
that I cannot help
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Valve panel parts
\\'hen you ha\·e built \'Our
tuner yot! will naturally desire
to proceed with the vah:e panel.
Here arc the parts required for
this instrument.
I panel rz in. by ro in.
(Hadion
mahoganite or other good ebonite
as previously stipulated).
14 terminals.
4 sets of Yah·e sockets (low-capacity
type are recommended).
(Xotice that FOCR and net
three sets are required, as one
set is needed for the plug-in
transformer.)
1 .ooo2 to . 003 f.'F var:able condenser
(Bowyer-Lowe square
law).
(The yalue of this condenser ean \Je .ooo2, .00025 or
.0003 f.' F.
I have usee! .ooo25f.'F·)
I : \ eutrodvne condenser ((~am brei!
Brothers.)
I potentiometer (E<liswan).
I low-frequency intervalve transformer (H.adio Instruments).
I fixed conclcn · er .co I f.'F ( Du bilier)
,
,
.ooo3 f.'F
,
I grid leak 2 megohms (Dubilier.)
I ::\Iansbriclge
cor, de m:cr
vF
(T.C.C.).
I or more plug-in H. F. transformer:,;
(according to range of wave-·
length req uirecl).
(\\'hen used in this special
manner the wavelength ranges
will still be approximately these
described on the transformers).
3 filament resistances (for bright
or for cl ull emitters according to
desire of the user. I haye used
the Burndept Dual resistances
as these can be usee! with either
bright or dull emitters at will).
I box to take the 12 in. by ro in.
panel, G in. deep.
·
The Cabinet
howe\·er as I recommend,
vou have one cabinet to take the
two panels, then the sloping front
type can be used and the two panels
could fit side bv side in the cabinet
made 24 in. by. ro in. 1 have personally used a cabinet made by
The Carrington :VIanufacturing Company. It is of polished mahogany
and has the advantage of a sliding
back so that the wiring can be
examined without the need of
taking the panel from the front.
There are several good firms
manufacturing wireless cabinets.
If,

Construction of the Valve Panel
If you examine the front of
the vah·e panel you will see 'chat
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There are four terminals
arranged to correspond
with the right hand terminals of the tuner panel.
There are six terminals at
the top. Eeading from the
left they are for the lowtension. negative, low-tension positi\·e, high-tension
negati,·e and then on the
right thn'e separate hightension positives. The first
high-tension positive is for
the high-frequency vnln•,
i he second is for the detector v<~h·e cmd the third for
the low-frequencv vah·e.
The beginner can connect
all three of these together
using one valve of. hightension, hut the experiencecl will know that
better results are obtained
bv using diJlerent potentials on the three valves.
On the right hand side of
the panels are four terminals, the upper two
heing for telephones or
loud speaker, the lower being for the grid bias for
the last vah·e. Again the
beginner can, if desired, connect
the grid bias terminals together,
\\·hiie the experienced man will
introduce the requisite cells to
gi,·e the best results when using
a high-potential on the last vah·e.
Use of the Potentiometer
A small refinement I hm·c
introduced into this set is the
use of a potentiometer in connection with the grid leak.
I
have taken the lower side of
the grid leak to the slider of a
potentiometer.
In this way it is
possible to use the grid leak
on either the negative, the positi\'C
or anv intermediate position.
In
most cases it will be found best
when the slider is right over on
the positive si·dc.
Constructional Work
The constructional work in this
receiver is not cliHicult, and as we
are giving a free blue print of
the back of panel wiring of this
unit the reader will be able to
commence as soon ns he has
collected his component parts. The
remarks I made previous!\· r0ganling
the ebonite being free from surface
leakage apply just as stronglv
to this panel (more so in fact)
tlwn the\· ch to the tuner panel.
The VN\· in.portant point in
this unit is the neutralising condenser. Do not imagine that am·
single plate vernier will do.
The
( ~a;nhrell :'\eutrodvne Conckns,,T
has been spcciallv desi()'ned fnr
neutroch·ne circuits ; but bevond
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Back of the three-valve panel.
this T l,nowof n0 othPr reaclv-made
condenser at the present time.
Watch the Layout
In assembling your parts follow as closelv as possible the
lavout given. . It is not that l
clilim it is the best lavout conceivable, but it is a la}·out that
works well-the most powerful
argument I know '
:'\otice that
the J.S. of the Haclio Instruments
transformer is connected to the
grid, not O.S. a-; is often done.
l ha,·e spent some time recentlv
testing transformers
ancl find
that this particular make works
best when the LS. is connectecl
to the grid, and the makers confirm
this.
Other makes of transformers mav \\'Ork well with either
I.S. or o:s. connected to the grid,
and if von do not usc Hadio
Instrume-nts I a<h·isc vou to trv
out which is the better ~\'av rounci.
There is no harrl and f~1st rule
in this matter of connecting I.S.
and O.S., though in the majoritv
of cases O.S. is found to be better.
The .ooi rd' condenser connected across the primary of the
intervah·e transformer can be laid
on the back of the transformer
and the soldered stiff wire coming
to it will hold it in it place. Be
sure in joining up the potentiometer that the bottom end of the
grid goes to the slider. lf you are
using an Edisw<~n potentiometer
the slider connection is that on
the side awa\· from the panel.

Connecting Up
\\'hen von have finished the
wiring of this panel, vou can place
the two ·panels side by side .in the
cabinet, or if you are using separate
boxes, bring the two boxes together
with their panels in place, all(!
connect the four terminals on the
right of the tuner panel to the
corresponding terminals on the
valve paneL no not yet connect
aerial and earth, and for safetv
sake turn the filament resistanc<·s
to the " off" position.
J\ow
connect up vonr accmnulator to the
L.T. terminals. Trv each valve
nlamcnt resistance 'in turn with
valve in place. ln the first socket
!.recommend one which is good f:lr
high-frcqnencv amplification, whil<~
for the detector anv of the good
general pnrposes val;_..es will do. In
the note magnifier, vou have a wide
choice. ."1. general purpose valve
will s:'rn: excellentlv, but von will
gPt still better result:s if vou. use one
of the special note:magnifving
valves available. \Vhen vou have
tested all tl1ree filament r~sistances
and thev. function satisfactorilv and
the valves light, connect ui) the
high-tension battery, and you can
begin \\'Ork.
.

NEXT MONTfl:
liow to Use this
Interesting Receiver.
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T has been said of golf that it
is not only a game, but a
language. The same remark
may surely be applied to the
greatest of all modern "games"
-wireless, at all events by the
beginner finding himself for the
first time in a circle where the
subject is under discussion.
Not only are many unfamiliar
words employed, but, at intervals,
peculiar signs and symbols arc
hastily sketched upon paper and
apparently afford a complete and
satisfactory explanation of the
point at issue, although to the
uninitiated they appear so much
Greek or shorthand.
Wireless Shorthand
The latter is exactly what
the Rymbols arc-wireless shorthand, universally adopted as a
means of illustrating, clearly and
readily, the components which go
to make up a wireless transmitting
or receiving set, and at the same
time showing how they are to be
connected together in order to
produce the desired effect .
.'\aturally, in order to progress,
the beginner must learn to interpret
the various symbols. That is to
say, he must learn to read circuit
diagrams as he would straightforward letterpress. To some, this
may sound difficult, but it is not
so in reality, and it is hoped that
this little article, with the rather
novel circuit diagrams and pictorial
illustrations of components alongside the symbols which represent
them, will prove of assistance.
A Crystal Set
The first diagram represents an
inductively coupled crystal receiver.
In such a comparatively simple
diagram the separate circuits which
form the complete reccin~r arc
easily identif]ed. There are three
ciret;its,
namely :
the aerial,
secondary or closer! oscillatory,
and the detector circuit.
The aerial itself, of whatever
type actually, is indicated by the
t:ymbol at lE. The aerial-tuning

I

condenser (of variable capacity as
indicated by the arrow drawn
across at an angle) is shown at Cr
in the parallel position and, in
dotted lines, at C, in the series
position, whilst the aerial-tuning
inductance and earth connection
are shown at L ancl E, respectively.
The Secondary Circuit
The secondary circuit comprises
the secondary-tuning inductance
L, and the variable condenser C 1 ,
the latter being connected in parallel

C 2 connected (sometimes termed
" shunted ") across them.
Showing Joints

The various connecting wires arc
clearly shown and ea~ily followed.
Those wires which are joined
together have a distinctive clot at
their junction, whilst wires which
n1crely cross one another in a
diagnim but are 11ot connectrd
may
be
recognised
by
the
"looping" of one line over the other.
Actual components of a recci\·ing

,,
6
Fig. 1.-An inductively coupled crystal set explained.

with L 1 • The arrow drawn through
the two coils L and L 1 indicates
that their relative position may be
altered. Either or both coils may
be movable and the effect
altering the angle between them
is to vary the electro-magnetic
coupling.
The arrow therefore
indicates a variable coupling, and
in all diagrams may be taken to
indicate variability of the component represented.
The remaining circuit is the
detector circuit comprising the
crystal detector n,
telephone
recci vcrs T with fixed wndenscr

o[

38

set will, of course, be provided
with terminals and, in the case nf
the aerial circuit in the above
diagram, where the upper end of
the aerial tuning inductance and
one side of the variable condenser
are con11ected directly tor;etlwr, it is
immaterial whether the aerial lead
is attached to the terminal on the
inductance or condenser.
A More Complex Diagram
Fig. 2, although a slightly more
complex diagram than Fig. r, may
readily be resolved into its several
separate circuits whilst, as in the
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previous case, pictorial representations of the various svmbols are
given, thus rendering further interpretation unnecessary.
The diagram IFig. 2) represents
a two-valve receiver, the first valve
functioning as a rectifier (detector)
and the second as a low-frequencv
a m p l i fi e r.
lncidentallv, the
arrangement shown makes a very
serviceable receiving set.
Reaction
The provision of reaction from
the anode of the first valve on to
the aerial circuit improves the
sensitivity considerably, whilst the
second valve will give good magnification of all signals "·hich arc
strong enough to actuate the first
valve. However, at the moment,
it is not so much a question of the
scope or utility of the arrangement
indicated as of learning how to
interpret the diagram correctl\·.
Several of the ~~·mhols will be
recognised immerli<ttely as having
occurred in Fig. 1. For instance,
the inductances L, L 1 , ancl the
y ariable condensers. The vah·es,
\ ' \" , each \Yith its three elect ro1ks,
1
2
anode, grid ami Jilamcnt, ard the
connections thereto, will not be
found to present anv great diflicnltv
i£ it is alwa \'S borne in mind that,
however cm1lpll'x the arrangement,
1 he actual circuits for each YO h·e
\Iii! a!wa)'s be three in number,
nameh·-·the
filament
lighting
circuit, the " input " or grid circuit,
and the " output " or anode circuit.
This point will he best appreciated by tracing out the Yarious
circuits upon the diagram as thev
are described. Take the filament
lighting circuits lirst. Each valve
is proYided with a rheostat (or
variable resistance) R, R, to control
the amount of current flowing and
consequently the temperature of
each filament, and the complete
filament circuit of each valve
includes the six-volt accumulator
13, ; rheostat R and the filament

itself, these items being all in
direct metallic connectiOJ~, as inclicated by the connecting lines in
the diagram.
The Aerial Circuit
The aerial circnit comprises the
?erial itself, £, the inductance
eoil L with parallel yariable condenser C, ancl the earth connection
E. The inductance L is also
common to the grid-filament or

indicated by the arrow through the
two coils) ; the primary \\ inding T 1
of the iron-core transformer T 1 T 1
with by-pass condenser C 2 ; the
high-tension or anode battery Hs,
the positive terminal of which is
always connected to the anode of
the valve via the inten·ening
components, and the filament connection.
The letters JP and OP indicate
the
inner
and
outer
ends,

Fig. 2.-A two-valve set shown in picture and diagram.

input circu:t of the first vah·e,
which compri-;es the grid itself,
grid-condenser C, (a small one of
tixecl value) shunted by the gridleak 1\. 1 (a resistance of about
two million ohms-two megohms),
the inductance L, and the connection to the positive side of the
ftlament or the accumulator.
The output or anode circuit of
this valve includes the anode
itself ; the reaction coil L 1 (variably
coupled to the inductance L as

respecth·ely, of the primary \dnding of the transfonn·.'r. lS and
OS having a similar significancl
in the case of the secondary
,,·imling.
The 'secondary T 2 of the ironcore transformer, and connections
to grid and negati,·c side of !;lament, form the input or grid
circuit of the second valve Y 2 , in
the anode or output circuit of
which are connected the telephone
receivers Tel.

OH! HECTOR!! No. 1.

If you have not felt like this yet, you will some day!
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the Organisation
this Magazine.

"'HEJ{E must be nlJJlV who
will read these line~ who
will be gaining their first
impressions of a Eadio Press
periodical from this new magazine,
strange as it may seem to those to
whcm Radio Press books and
periodicals are old an<l well-tried
friends. It is in the hope of bringing such new readers to some
appreciation of all the manifold
services which the l{adio Press
is prepared to perform for them
that this article is being written,
and old readers of our productions
are asked to exercise forbearance in
reading such sections of this contribution as cover ground which
is alreadv familiar to them. Thev
will, no{,,·ithstanding, find much
to interest them concerning our
new cle,·elopmcnts.
At the verv outset we must
emphasise the ~mnj;rehensiveness of
the Eadio Press Service to the
wireless enthusiast, and we use the
·word "service " advisedlv, since it
forms the keynote of the I\adio
Press policy.
\Ve are here to
serve the interest of our readers
in every conceivable manner, and
our watchwords are accuracy and
dependability. It would be easier
to enumerate the things which we
emmot do for the reader than to
give a full account of all the
(liflerent ways in which we can
reader assistance, but the following
notes will perhaps give some broad
outline of our service.

wireless news and developments.
Edited and produced by the wellknown H.aclio Press technical staff,
it enjoys in point of reputation a
quite unrivalled position.

Periodicals
In addition to the journal which
you are now reading, H.aclio Press
publishes two periodicals which
are in(leed the proverbial household word in the world of wireless.
There is the weekly journal, Wireless Weekly, which is the periodical
above all others which no enthusiast
of experimental tastes can afford
to miss, forming as it does a most
. indispensable record of all the latest

Books

'1

Appealing to constructor, experimenter and broadcast listener alike,
Jlodern Wireless, the Radio Press
monthly magazine, with its wealth
of theoretical, constructional and
general articles, forms the periodical
which every wireless man feels
that he Jllltst read.

Radio Press, Ltd., has the
confidence of every home
constructor in the country.

The real wireless enthusiast is
never content to miss one of the
greatest fascinations of his hobby,
namely, the comprehension of how
it all works, and here the l{adio
Press service is wonderfully full
and complete. A great range of
books is published, now over 20 in
number, and from amc:mgst these
one can select the volume to cover
almost every conceivable need.

R-adio Press Envelopes
Of all the H.aclio Press publica·
ti•Jns probably the Envelopes h;n·o
achieved the greatest popularity
with home constructors, who have
found them to provide the ideal
SCJurce of instructions for tho
building of sets.
The Radio Press Service Department, Ltd.
Last, but by no means least, we
have the separate organisation
which has been special! v formed to
deal with indi,·idual rea(lcrs' clifftcultics. This organisation forms a
lllost essential ·support for the
l\adiu Press poliC)' of the utter
dependabilit\· of all its set designs,
since it provi<!Ps thr: means \\·hereby
anv reader who is so unfortunate
as to build one of our sets all(! fails
to get good reception, as a result
possibly of some trilling mistake in
construction or the usc of a defective component, can be put upon
the right track and helped on to
success. The Service Department
is divided into t '' o ,;ections, one
being the Test Department, which
deals with all questions of the
determination of the cam;e of poor
results in an\· receiver, the other
being the ge1;eral Queries Department, which conducts the postal
query service and gi,·es personal
arlvice to callers in special cases.
Our Own Designs
The Test Department deals only
with receivers which have heen
made up with fair a'c.curacy from
Hadio Press designs by a reader
himself. That is to sav, thev cannot undertake to deal \\·hh receivers
made up from other <lesigns or sets
which have been m:vle up from.
Eadio Press designs by a commercial un<lertaking. Similarly, if
a set has been made up "·ith verv
heavv deviations indeed from the
origi~al H.adio Press design. no
responsibility can he accepted for
the quality of the results obtained,
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[l.nd the Test Department may at
their lliscrction decline to undertake to investigate the cacJSC of the
pocr results. \Ve haYe been compellf'rl to institute this regulation
as a result of the wide experience
which we have had of the troubles
which result from the modification
of our designs. Of course, if the
modification is only slight we will

wncn readers desire it, such work
and it is pPrhaps as well to state
being
quoted
for
separatcl}·.
definitely the few things which we
H.eaclers, of course, pay carriage
cannot do. In the first place, onr
upon their sets in both directions
independent-editorial position docs
when they arc sent in to us from a
not permit us to give advice as to
distance, and no responsibility is
the best kind of valves to use, and
accepted bv the department for
so on, or in any way to express a.
the safe cnstod v of the sets while
preference
as
to
commerci;1l
in our hands, although eyery
apparatus. vVe cannot enter into
possil>lc C< re is taken of them.
correspondence upon matters of
Those who wish
technical ad~ice with members o.f
to bring the sets the wireless industrv, or undertake
in personally will
to carry out the usilal functions of
fill( 1 the H.eceiving the Department on their behalf,
Department
for since the Department is intended
the testing work
solely for the benefit of our readers.
situated in Xo. 2,
Limitations of time and the heavy
Melbourne Place,
expense im·olved make it impossible
Aldwych, W.C.2,
for us to give elaborate wiring
which is located
diagrams, OT complete sets of
between Australia instrnctions for building apparatus ;
House and Bush
but apart from these limitations
House. Tlus is a
our readers will find that no protemporaryaddress
blem is too troublesome for us to
2nd will probably solve in their intPrests.
be changed in the
Xew readers will, no doubt, be
Radio Press Envelope No. 4.
near future, due
interested to learn that the Exhi"The All-Concert-de-Luxe."
bition of the Radio Press sets is.
notice to be given.
also located in the Service DepartrlPal with the set, but an extra
Postal Queries
charge of 25 per cent. upon the
ment premises.
EYery sPt de"
scribed in one of our magazines is
ordinary test fee ma \' he imposed
The Postal QnPries Department
at the, discretion o{ the departon exhibition here for a pericd of
is intended to deal with more
2 r da~·s, during which any interested
ment.
general difficulties, and to supplv
Our Object
reader may inspect them for himanv kiml of wireless information,
self,
whi!Pthe
1\adio
Press
The \Yhole object of the J{adio
anh the extent of its activities
envdope receivers are on view
Press Service Department is to
necessitates the maintaining of a
permanently.
assist our readers in their difficulties,
considerable skilled staff, with conThe Hadio Pre-ss aerial mav be
and to help them to realise that
sequent heavy expense to ourselves.
seen high up above BtLh ti(~JJ:-'e,
whpn they undertake to build a
It has therefore been found necesthe magnificent business building
Harlio Press receiver thev can be
sary to impose a fee for tbe answerin \vhich the Haclio Press organiqa hsolutelv certain of finil succ·:ss
ing of postal queries of 2~. 6d.,
tion is housed. The Radio Pre;os
if they · will follow the design
which may seem a great deal to
Information Department offices are.
accurately. \Ve therefore only aim
those who have never found themtemporarily in the wooden buildinr~
at covering our own expenses, and
selves in need in an emergency of
a standard fee for the testing of
expert a(lvice, yet
Yah·e sets of zs. 6d. per valve has
scores
of
our
been fixed.
Dual valves are
rearlers take adcounted as 1:\vo, so that the fee for,
vantage of this
say, the ST 100 receiver is 7s. 6d.,
service everv
week, and find i-t
wliile there is a minimum of _)S. 6d.
for a singJC,\'alve set. Crystal sets well worth their
are tested at a charge of 2s. 6d.,
while to obtain
and single simple coniponents such
really dependable
as a fixed condenser can be dealt
arl vice.
Headers
with as a rule for a fee of IS.
who invoke the
aiel of this branch
Low Fees
of the department
These fees cover simply the
are requested to
Radio Press Envelope No. 2.
thorough testing of the receiver,
enclose a stamped
both in all its components and as a
·• The Four-Valve Family Set."
self -addressed encomplete instrument, including a
velope with their
test upon aerial when the set is in a
letter, to write distinctlv upon
between Bush Honse and Australia
fit condition, and the furnishing of a
Ho11se, in the Strand.
one side of the paper only, and
detailed report thereon. It rloes
to make their letters as brief ami
It will thus be seen that Radio
r.Jt cover the making of alterations
to the point as possible. Of course,
Press, Ltd., the largest wirele~s
for the purpose of putting the set
the fullest essential details shonlcl
puhlishers in the world, arc wircinto working order, and the usual
be giyen regarding their own parlc~s publishers only, and clo not
1•rocedure is to return the set,
ticular difficulty.
dis~ipate their energies in any
pointing out the faults to the
other direction. Eeaclers are thus
A
Few
Exceptions
owner, and leaving him to make
a'.snred of the fmest possible
the necessary rectification. l.'nrler
The Postal Queries Department
technical
service,
competently
special drcumstances, we can undercan deal with any specific wireless
supervi~ed m
every department
take to m<J ke small alterations
matter, with certain exceptions,
of the l>usiness.
45
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A wonderful new.system
of simplified wireless

•

construction . .
As the Pioneer Publishers of Wireless
literature,
T H li
WIRliLESS
P R F. S S wn claim
another
achievement in
publicalicm

J

WIREJ.ESS PRESS

The W.P. EZI-WIRING

J

Series represents a definite ;end
welcome innoYatiun for the Constructor,
little ur no
technical
who "isl>es
to build instruments of hir.::h
cfl!cicncy with minimum trou(>le
and expense. Apart from other
aiel::; to easy wireless con~truci.ion

of !hi:;

splendid
"F Z IWIRISG" scrtcs.

the wiring diagrams are
shown in four colours--a
unique feature which prevents any possibiiity of incorrect wiring by
rendering this
frequent cause of
difficulty a matter

2 ~EACH
ON
SALE
EVERYWHERE

POST
FHEE
2',2

7/:e W.P

of extremesimpJ.city. In allclitwn,
there ai·e cxplan<l- tion:-~,
di;.grams ;mel plates
Set concerned iu \'aTi•ms
with the disposition of . componcnts~in fact C'\·c·n· tlem E<
adequately dealt with which can
possibly facilitate accurate, speedy
and faultless constructwn, however limited the Amateur's knowledge. There are no loose sheets.
Detailed measurements arc P'·cn,
parlicubxs t'.S to the size ~\ncl usc
of the ,·;crious parh, ;cs well.'"
full instrucii•'n on the opcratwn
of th.e compkted set.

EZJ~WJRING
Series
No.1.
No. 2.
No. 3.

by HUGH S. POCOCK.
by F. H. HAYNES.
by W. JAMES.
Reflex Receiver

A 3-Valve Pm·table Receiver
A 3-Valve Receiver
A 2-Valve and Crystal

by

THE WIRELESS PRESS LTD ..
4G

In replying to adrcrtisers, plrase mention

'l'u.~::

l2.: 13 HENRIETTA STREETI
LONDON

"'IHELE::;s Co~::;TnccTOR

WC.2..
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Ll.d,crtiscmcnt uf the i>iutlard Radio Valz'e Ca., Lid. (T.W.C.), Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, Balltam, S.W,u.

In replying to

ad~·ertisers,

please mention TnE

'VmELESS CoxsTRCCTO:Q,
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!A Picture Guide to Basket Coil Winding
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Fig. 1.- Ready to begin.
Fig. 3.- Starting a coil.
fig. 5.- Coil removed from former and varnished

Fig. 2.- The basket coil former with pegs
in place.
Fig. 4.-After a few turns.
Fig. 6.-Taping the coil after varnishing.
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Fig. /,-Ready
mounting.
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Fig.

:or

HERE ts a great
T
fascination in winding your own wireless tun-

8.- A

useful
mount.

hub about r ;J- in. in diameter with fifteen brass
spokes which fit into equally
spaced holes around the
periphery.
To make a few suitable
tt;ningcoils to cover broadcast wavelengths is a verv
simple matter.
'.:'ou will
need to begin with about
fourouncesof:t\'o. zzdouble
cotton - covered wire and
the former shown. Take
one end of the wire and
secure it temporarily__ to
the former by twisting it
round one of the spokes.
:\'ow wind the \\·ire in and

ing coils whether thcv be
single layer coils, basket
coils, " honevcom bs " or
" cluolaterals.''
Probablv
the simplest coil for th-;,
beginner to tack!e is the
double basket, for which
YOu will need some kind
0£ former. Several useful
and inexpens!ve · basket
coil formers are obtainable
commercially and I have
illustrated one generally
used type in the photographs.
This has a brass

fig. 10.-Securing wires to pin and socket.

Fig. 11.- Tightening up the locking screw.
Fig. 9.-The finished coil.

THE WIRELESS CoNSTRUCTOR
out of the spokes as shown, going
over and under two at a time. A
thirty-turn coil is a useful size to
starf with, and when the thirtieth
turn has been reached tie the last
turn to the one below with cotton.
The coil should now be dried
out in a warm oven, to remove any
possible moisture in the cotton
covering, and then varnished with
dilute slwllac varnish and baked
thoroughly.
The pins should be
pulled out with pliers while the
coil is still warm, after which it
can be taped with strips of empire
cloth and mounted.
The mounting can be bought
ready made quite cheaply, and it
is then only necessary to secure
the two ends as shown and to label
the coil with the turn numbers
for reference.
The number of
turns of these coils can be
approximately equivalent to the
numbers of the commercial coils
that would otherwise be used.

/November, 1924
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Secure Method
of Fixing' Heavy

also he Y:ell tinned, and the tube
then slipped over it. A little flux
should next be placed in the tube,
and the wire slipped into position,

Leads.
:.~IIJIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII;:'-

W

HEN it is desired to join
long and heavy leads to a
terminal, difficultv is sometimes experienced in making the
solder support such a large weight.
This trouble can be overcome by
slipping a small piece of tube over
the terminal shank and pushing the
wire into it. The tube shonld
:first be tinned inside. This can be
effected by heating the metal tube
and dipping it into a liquid flux,
then reheating and dipping into
melted solder. A tin lid is ideal for
holding the latter.
On withdraw~
ing the tube it should he shaken
well to remove anv excess of metal
inside. The terminal shank should

Showing how the piece of tube
is used for supportiug the joint.
The application of a hot soldering
iron and a little solder will secure
the whole into a solid joint. Tube
should be purchased with a bore of
,f\- in., \Yhich comfortably goes ovr;r
4 B;\ threads. The accompanying
sketch will clearly explain the
method.

HOW TO SAVE SIXPENCE.

···············································'!
A Chat about
Wireless Weekly.

:i:

.....................................................~
IRELESS
IVEEKL Y
is
· the most influential of
British Wireless Journals.
It is the dearest weekly paper but
it gives excellent value and has a
very large following amongst those
who want the best and are prepared to pay for it.
It is read by the best type of
experimenter, but it is in no sense
a highly technical paper. You are
proud to be able to say that you
read W iretess IVeekly. There are
splendid constructional articles in
every number and a regular feature
is made of new circui L3 and novel
methods.
There are five very widely read

W

regular features which find no
parallel in any other paper:1. The Editorial leading article
epitomises what the world of wireless is thinking to-day. A reasonable but fearless attitude has resulted in this feature being received
in all quarters with respect.
2. " Jottings by the Way," is
not only the wittiest and brightest
feature in wireless journalism,
but ranks as a model of humour.
These weekly jottings are written
by a contributor to Punch who is
also a wireless authority.
3· " Valve Notes "-a weekly
chat on new circuits, new methods
ani! interesting practical hints by
John Scott-Taggart, F .Inst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E. A real fund of absolutely up-to-date practical information on the use of valves.
4· "Apparatus we have Tested."
~ew apparatus is put to stringent

tests by a highly competent
physicist, and the results, good
or bad, are pul;lished with fearless impartiality. Both the wire.
less trade and the public look to
these reports for real information .
5. "Correspondence."
H.eacl
what other readers are saying and
doing and you will realise what a
"live " weekly we publish.
6. Special issues commence on
Wednesday, October 22nd. See
announcement in the advertisement pages of this magazine.

Order the next
Issue of " The
Wireless Constructor"
NOW.
READY NOV. 15th.
~ 111111111111111111111111 IIIII Ill 111111111111111.-:_
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The Radio-Bug gets

a Bite

This article includes a unique photogwph of this troublesome insect
in the act t({ stri!.ing.

By D. CHARLES

Our mast.

UST as a nurse, tending feyer
p;ctients in a mOS(]Uito-rit!den
land will \':ork for years
unharmeti. but at last sucetirnl)s,
so it is with me.
For years I have moved arnon;;
men \\:ho bilbble of neutrodvnes,
ilnocles, and re2ction, as onl!narv
mortals discuss the merit-; of ri\·al
cigarettes cr of the days winners(')
J\Ten, some of whom seemed as
though they could not po:csiblv
have " got " radio by infection,
but must have inherited it as
JWople inherit a religion, ami had
been bo:rn with an earth-clip in
their mouths, so to speak. En'n
among the high priests of lhe cult
did my dailv duties take me ;
hut familiarity begot cm·e, rather
than its usual offspring.
Among
such a bewil\lering mass of experiment and costly apparatus,
cn·ptic signs, and mazes, both of
ink and of wire, \\here dare a
timid mortal· enter with any hope
of finding himself again ?
As usual, when man falls, he
attributes the blame to a woman.

J

most secluded retreat, so it was
there l hied me with 111\' purchases,
a pair of pliers, aml some wire left
0\·er from installing an electric
bell scme vears ago.
From an- upper window a length
of this wire was hung in imitatit,n
of what ·r had seen done else,,·hcre.
Tlw height of my mast aboye the
ground \\·as quite zr feet 7 inches
and the \Yire came down hetwet·n
two buildings, so there \\as little
draught to blow the wireless wa,·cs
about.
"Heard anything ? "
Just as I had got the mast
securely guyed to a suitable support
and had begun to scrape the paint
cH a wat<'r-pipe in the most approved manner, an upstairs door
opens, and a famili2r voice enquires, " Heard anything yet ? "
The answer was in the negative.
Since too dila torv a procedure
might adduce further enquiries of
a similarlv conciliatory nature no
time w;1S' wasted in- unnccessan·
elaborations, such as building a
cabinet or drilling an expen:oive
cbonite panel. The parts of the set
\Yere connected in the minimum of
lime and with the utmost simplicit\as ma~- be gathered from the snapshot o£ it which I managed to

secure before the daylight faded
entirely.
The lead-in
The aerial \Yire was ]e(l in through
the open door, and to support it
clear of obstruction it was wound
once or twice around the neck of a
YinegJr bottle stationed upon the
corner of the table, before being
connected to the set. In similar
manner a piece of wire was fastened
to another terminal, and being also
supported by the same bottle, was
twisted round the scraped waterpipe.
Carefully putting on the phones
I \Yaited for the inten·al after a
record, the dulcet sound of \Yhich
C<lmc through the floor, Steadying
the set with the forefnger of one
hand the various gadgets were
gently adjusted till a faint voice
reached mv cars. The sound was
rEpeated slightly louder. The repetition
was accompanied by
strange manifestations. The vinegar bottle crashed to the fioor.
The set itself beg:ln to dance
violently upon the table.
More trouble
psychic influences, I
extricated the kitten from the now
tangled aerial with the utmost
~corning

Cherchez la femme !

Taunted with-haYing for so manv
vears handled radio without having
become possessor of a " set," 1
rushed to the nearest dealer (not
f<tr to go !)' and spent quite a lot
of good cigarette money upon the
frst things 'I saw, and took
them home.
1\fy wife, haYing at last rou:oed
me to definite action, promptly
asked a neigh bonr round, combining
the invitation with a request to
bring along certain new gramophone records, to play " while
father messes about with his new
\Yireless." (The pitying tone is
easier imagined than described.)
The scullery seemed to offer
the beEt " earth," as well as th~

My j·, rst wireless set: how it attained success after overcoming many heartrending episodes is herein n::counted1
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composure and with the loftiest
considerations for humanitv.
Having once more assembled my
wireless set a violent ring at the
front-door bell announced the
arrival of the neighbour to fetch
his wife (with records). Informing
me of this fact the interyening
doon were necessarily opened abo,
and the neighbour's dog appeared
on the scene in a desperate hurry to
interview the aforementioned cat.
He too bec;nne invoh·ed in the
wiring svstem.
As soon as I had managed to
combine my (lesperate efforts at
saving my set from destruction,with
equally desperate apologies for a
surelv excusable aberration of
speech, the dog began again to
manifest interest in the whereabouts of the cat. The neighbour's
little boy, endeavouring to recover
possession of the clog, also came
into collision with the wires.

.•
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uncomfortable things ") silence was
demanded.
That intent look-" Be quiet, can't you, child,
when I'm listening to Bedtime
Stories ! "
The radio-bug had got another
victim !

Next morning the breakfast
passed quite pleasantly. As I
reached for my hat, "How much
would a loud speaker cost ? "
Truly, the radio-l'iug has bitten
well, and bids well to bite deeply
into my purse as well.

At last
Murmuring further apologies, a
third (or was it a fifth) attempt was
made, this time amid a thoroughly
interested concourse, to get into
communication with zLO.
It was
not, hO\\'Cver, till some time after
the company had decided to depart,
that sounds, undoubtedly of singing, were actually heard in the
phones. A little adjustment, and
the singing became a duet, faint,
but clear. Later on instrumental
music was also heard.
I felt a swelling in my throat .
The radio- bug had bi ttcn me at last I
A cloudy dawn
Next morning breakfast time was
marred by a cloud. l was told of
several families into which the
introduction of wireless had brought
dissension. At least one divorce
had lately hcen directly caused by
the infection. The symptoms were
described in detail.-The sudden
aYersion from speech.-·-The intent look.-The terrible fascination
of the little black knobs.
Nevertheless, in the evening, the
bite being still in the inflammatory
stage the set was again, though in
some trepitude, placed upon the
table, and connected to earth and
aerial as before.
The small
daughter displayed much interest in
the novel arrangements, Since she
is of the age when " How ? " and
" \Vhy ? " are prominent in the
vocabularv, the concert was not
entirely f;ee from atmospherics of
various kinds.
The proceedings were extraordinarily amusing to her mother.
After a while, curiosity naturally
began to assert itself. Disdainfully
fixing 01:1 the phones (such" horribly

Special wireless construction high-power photograph of a
radio-bug in the act of striking.
Very strictly copyright.
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Radio Books to Read.
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you are new to wireless, you may not be
I F awarC'
that Radio Press, Ltd., the propridnrs
of THE \\'IRELESS Co~STRUCTOR,

do an t'normons
business in books on radio which are di:::.tingui"ht:d
by their accuracy and general usduln( ::-s. A
complete list appears in the aclvcrtist·nwnt pages,
tut some guidaucc here may be helpful.

You can tlwn

huv

"How

to

Errtt Your

\\'irelt'SS Auial" (IS.· net), and "How to .:\lake
Your Own Broadcast l<vceiw-r" (rs. (xl.) net. If
vou want to karn something about vain's, " Radio

ValYc and Bow to l:sc The1n " is so clear that
any b<'ginncr cun follow it.

If you \Vant to build a set, the Envdop('s are
Each book of the Ra<lio Press Series is numOerecl, hkal, or you can buy that extremely pupuJar h1>ok,
and although they arc not intendt'd to lw n·ad "Twelve Tested ·wireless Sets," by l'<>rcy \\·.
in the order of numbers, the beginner starts with Harris. If you want to make your own .coils,
No. r, "\\'irdess for All" (qd. net), and then read. "TuHiug Coils," by G. P. Kendall, ·n.Sc.
reads ?\o. 2, "Simplified \\irdt~s" (1s. net),
Y\'hich follows on from~ No. r, although each book
Examine carefully the list given in the adver~
is complete in itself.
Both are by an expert in tisement pages and buy one or m(>n' of tlH' hooks,
lucid explanation!
A l{ailio Press l)()ok has never yet let ctuyoue dowu.

THE WIRELESS CoNSTRUCTOR
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J How to Fit a Valve into a Holder
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T is 'luite probal~le that m~re
ya]ycs arc nuned by 111ca u tin us insertion into the
sockets, 2nd the consequent burnout by the high-tension ba Hery

I

not common, and can be a ,·oi<led
if a little care is taken \\·hen fitting
valves inlo their sockets.
British manufacturers haYE~ noted
this possible source of damage to
valves, and are producing yal\Tholders in which all metal parts are
recessed, ihus
pre,·cnting the
valve from making contact until it
is properly inserted.

interior connection, the trouble will
be most difficult to rectify.
An easy method of ensuring
safety is to look at the pins of
the valye before inserting into the
holder, and to place the forefin(ier
against the grid leg. On lookmg
at the socket, the forefinger is
kept close to that part of tha
socket where the grid leg is to ba
inserted, and the valve gently
pushed home.

A Safety Device.
A safety device, similar to the
foregoing in principle, may be
easily made by affixing to the top
of the holder a small disc of cbonite
having holes drille(l in it to allow
for the insertion of the yah·e kgs.
All " live " metal parts arc thus
countersunk, and wrong insertion
of the valve is rendered impossi1;le.
Fig. 1.-The forefinger is placed
against the grid leg of the
valve.
than by disintegration of the
filament after long service.
Lucidly, owing to the fact that
the pins of standard English valves
are" staggered," these accidents are

An Easy Method of Ensuring Safety.
It should be remembered, too,
that valves need most careful
handling when being insert<:d into
their holders, for the greatest strain
is then placed on the connecting
pins. Should these work loose or
become detached from their short

Fig 2.-The valve is inserted by
keeping the finger near the
correct socket.
Fig. I shows how the ·:alve is held
in tl1e hand, b,fore insertion into
the holder, and Fig. 2 shows how
the finger is placed near the correct
so:ket.

BUILD EFFICIENT TUNING
INTO YOUR SETS-a timely warning
".-hil~£or or~1inary practical pnrposesthe straight capacity cnrH· romknser pro·.·('s satisfactory,
occas~ons a~·t~e for rcaUy accurate tuning when those mstrunwnts prnn• irw;kctual. Accuracy~

that IS dehmtB wave· lengths actually separable and c

JUidi~tallt

on the scale·-·demands the

S JUare Law Type.
The univer~~l popularit~ of condensers emanating from us makps thr J.D. S1uare Law an
already fam~har product m the sets.of all experimenters who pride tlwmsch cs on the e~ciency
of ~he1r tumng_ arrangements. Skilled craftsmanship, can·fnl choict' of raw materi.:1.l and good
design all ~:ombme to persuade you to fit the j.B. Square Law Condenser ; incomparably eflicient
-· employmg

the straight wave-length curve.
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As an cnginr-ering jQb "J.B." Condensers set
a standard cunong popularly priced instrumcnts. An ingenious C'ompressing sprinc
sup_rlants the \Cry inefficieut split washer;
pLun nwtal-to·n1dal bearings suvcrsede the
threaded centre spindle and specially designed
~pac.ers keep rc::-bt.Hlcc lo:;s('S down to the
1rrcd ucible n1inirnum.

For long dist.J.ncc
Microd('nscr which
device for gi>ing a
moving \·ant'S. Then
All-Metal built upon Bra--.s
the ] . B. Twin f()r dual
without the \ cmivr.

use the J.B.
an ingenious

HtoYenwnt to the
i.:; tlw J .B. Super
Plates~ La:;tlv,
m >rk \Vith ;ul<..l

SQUARE LAW--9/6

9/8/6/9
6/9
5/6
5/3

--..----~~----:-·----~!~

----·STANDARD
8 6:
8
:
7/- :

oace condenser~ arc lP:eJ they n'HF1in penn;:owntly
operative. Lc;:,::..c-r pn'('i"c products frc :u(·ntly lwt~omc
useless after shurt u--.agc The l'ullS(' Jl.H'Ilt di-.,m:mtling and replctct·Jlh~!Jt i:-- -:-,;t\"Cll hy l1tling a

.1 .B., \\"llich

is well worth tile few extra pence which Uuy them

5 9 :

..

..

..

s' 9 ;
4 9 i

-~--~-~~~~-------·-···----~~----~~=J

Do
deJbcr
LuildHs
c;:-rtain
se>b unless
Trade I\Lu·lc
skilled manubclurc.

In replying to advertisers, pl«Jse mention THE 'Vmm.Ess

CoNSTRt;:CTOR.
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Some Interesting Questions Answered
Dl.JlEXSIOSS-IXDOOR

AERIAL

AERIALS--ELLUIS.cLTIXG

ISTEHFERESCE.
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What are the present regulations
regarding the dimensions of
an amateur receiving aerial ?
HE regulations permit the
use of an aerial the combined length and height
of which must not exceed roo ft.,
irrcspectiye of the number of wires
employed. It is further understood that the height really refers
to the length of the clown-lead,
An aerial 8o ft. in length with a
down-lead of 20 ft., or one having
a length of 50 ft. and a 50 ft.
down-lead, \\·oulcl comply with the
rPgulations, and either aerial could
consist of a single wire, two cr
three ,,·ires and spreaders, say, 6 ft.
in length, or even four or six wires
arranged upon circular hoops.

tion in any house is immediatdy
beneath the roof tiling. In general,
owing to lack of space, it will be
necessary to compensate by the use
of a number of wires in parallel
joined iogethc;r at one end, and a
careful! v insulated clown-lead taken
to the receiving apparatus. An
aerial consisting of 6 or 8 parallel
wires,
attached
to
insula tors
screwed to the underside of the roof
framing, is the best possible
arrangement.
In actual practice
such an aerial gives excellent
results, especially if used in conjunction \\ilh a fairly sensitive
valve receiving set.

T

J

In the absence of a convenient
main water pipe, what alternative earth connection can be
used ?
I. An old galvanised iron bath
or bucket, perforated with holes,
should be buried a foot or two beneath the surface of the soil, under-

What is the best arrangement for
an indoor aerial ?
To obtain the best results, an
indoor aerial should be as high as
posc;ible. The highest indoor posi-

neath the aerial and as close to the
•· kacling-in" point as possible.
A stout copper wire slwnltl he
soldered to the uppPr edge of the;
bath or bucket, \\ hich ,.:lwuld be
almost filled with cinders or prefcrablv broken coke. Three or
four bucketfuls of wa !cr ohould
then be poured in and the earth
shovelled back.
2. A corrugated
gah·anisecl-iron slwet
large as is
available) should h;n·e a stout
copper wire soldered to one corner,
the plate being buried on its edge
until the upper edge is 6 or
8 in. below the surface of the
ground. The hole in which it is
placed slwuld be about half filled
with cinders or broken coke, water
~houl<l be poured in a;1d the earth
replaced and stamped down,
~·
lf snilicient space is ayailabk,
two (or more) long lengths of bare
copper wire, not necessarily new,
may be buried some (j or 8 in.

-----------------~----"----,~
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SPECIALITIES

llUY BRIT!SH
GOODS ONLY

and
USE

ONLY

THOSE MARKfD
CONDENSERS

Each supplied with twa Cli;:!.
Prices:
0·001 p.F to 0·0~01 /-'F 1 /4 CJtlt.
0·01 jtF to 0·02 f'-F 2j- each.

................................... -............. ... ........
H.F.

Nc.

-

Complete catalogue
profusely
ilh l'-tratei

-

1 ost free
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PLUS-IN

L.F. Transfilrmers Z1 -

. .......................................................... .

TRANSfORMERS

oo.

80 to 150 metres
.. 8/No. o. 150 to 300 metres
.. 7!No. 1. 300 to 600 metres
.. 7/No.2. 550 to 1,200 metres
.. 7/No. 3. 1,100 to 3,000 metres .. 7 1No. 4. 2,500 to 7,000 metres . , 7 ,'The Complete Set
..
. . £2.
can be supplied in matched plirs
&I NO extra charge.

VISIT RADIO CORNER
AND SELECT YOUR

:.... ~ ........................... ... " .. ... ,;
"'

"

LIFMICHAitTD
IN CONJUNCTION WITH

B . HESKETH LTD

SETS and COMPONENTS

WIRELESS
Radio Corner, 179, Strand, Londcn, W.C.2.

In Teplying to adurtisers, please mention TnE 'Ynmucss Co!>:sTuccTon.
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the longer waves, where
tbe frequencies arc lower,
consideration of coil selfcapacitv is not so Yital as on the
broadcast waxclengths and below,
~Nails

Wood

knife. An easily made gauge for
marking off the correct wicl th can be
m :1cle by knocking two nails through
a hanclv piece of wood, so that the
first nail makes a mark on the
canlboanl tuhc when drawn round
it, and the other acts as a stop.
Fig. I shows this in use.

vided. The coil ::;hould then appear as in Fig. 4· The coil is next
bound up tightly to the fibre strip
by means of " Empire " tape all
the wav round and finished off as
shown in Fig. 5· The free end is
passed under the last turn of
tape and cut off neatly with a
knife.
The ends of the wire are then
bared and placed under the con-

Making the- coil former
'

TUB£

('*

J11orlr mfltle ftr 1'/(li/poti7f:

rig. 1.-Showing how to mark
off evenly a piece of cardboard
tube.
so that coils for sXX may he
pile, or eyen slab wound.
Ko
wax or shellac should be usetl
if maximum signal strength is
required.
Space consideration precludes the
use of heavy gauge \\'ire, but this
will not be found a yerv serious
disadvantage.
~o. z8 D.C.C.
will he found suitable for the
purpose.
The materials required for two
coils, one for the aerial coil and one
for the anode or reaction, are as
follows:
Two coil blocks suitable for coil
mounting with side screws.
One ft. by I in. fibre strip
Three yards Empire tape ~ in.
wide.
Half lb. Ko. 28 double cotton
covered copper wire.
A short length of impregnated
cardboard tube, 2 in. di,uneter.
Two pieces of wood 4 in. by ·l in.
by ~ in. thick will also be req uircd,
and a large wood screw.

The two pieces of wood are then
taken and a 1 ' .• in.hole drilled through
the centre of one and a gimlet hc)le
made in the centre of 'the other.
The large wood screw is passed
through the big hole in the first
piece of wood, placing the carclboarcl former in a central position,
and the screw driven into the gimlet hole, the whole being then
tightened up, as in Fig. 2.
One hundred and fifty turns of
wire are then wound in the wide
slot thus formec1, in the case of the
aerial coil, or two hundred turns

Fig. 4.-The coil mounted upon
the block, and secured by the
fibre strip.
nccting screws, and the coil is ready
for usc.
The coil can be taped up before
it is held by the fibre band, but if
this is clone it will be found that
the coil is not securely held to the
block, and may after a time easily
slip out of place.
The writer has made several complete sets of this type of coil from
twenty-five turns upwards which
have given excellent results.
A
list of sizes and quantity of wire
required is appended.

Fig. 3.-The coil, removed from
the form"lr, has a few turns of
tape wound round as shown.

for the anode coil. The wood screw
is then removed, the blocks of wood
taken away carefully and four or
five turns of " Empire" tape
wound round the coil, including the
Procedure
cardboard former as in Fig. 3·
A o'r in. hole is made in the f1bre
Cut off a piece of the cardboard
strip about ik in. from the end, and
tube I in. in width with a sharp penin the middle of the strip. This is
Wood ends- 4"x4"x. j§ fixed into position by the screw
found in the side of the coil
plug.

25,20 S.\V.G.,D.C.C. zoo'\
35 I
{lb.
250 28S.W.G.
so 1 2. 2 S.W.G.,D.C.C. 300] approx.
75 I
;}lb.
350
I lb.
100 j24 S.W.G.,
4oo
150 D.C.C. 6 oz.

Securing the coil to the coil block

Fig. 2.-The wooden ends are
secured to the cardboard tube
by a screw.

The coil is then placed in po:cition
on the coil plug, and the fibre
strip passed round it so that the
correct distance and length of fibre
may be found. At A in. shorter
than the actual length of f1bre required is made another ,/~in. hole.
The f1brc is cut off and fixed to the
block by means of the screw pro-
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Fig. 5.-The completed coil is
covered with Empire tape and
presents a very neat appearance.
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Switches 10
Wireless
Circuits
Simple Arrangements Pictorially Explained
Series rnd para'ld aerial condenser-Tunc and stand-byCrystal or nth·e-Addin~ a ralve with a jack s<L'ifd,-Cutting
out the Il.P. z·alvc.

T

HE first ·illustration sh')WS
three
arrangements permitting the aerial tuning con-

The Tune and Stand-by Switch
An arrangement by means of
which either the aerial coil or
secondary coil in a loose-coupled
circuit may be connected to the

Fig 1.-Three different methods of series-parallel switching.

detector or H.F. ampliiler which
follows is shown in Fig. 2.
The
aerial and earth leads remain
connected to the aerial coil in each
case. As will be seen, a double
pole, double-throw knife switch
is employed for effecting the change,
the two centre contacts being taken
to the detector or amplifier as
indicated b,· the arrows.
The ditliculty in tuning which
is generally associated with loose
coupling is considcra hly reduced
when the switch is included. Under
the conditions illustrated the aerial
coil only is employed, and consequently tuning is carried out
merely by adjustment of the aerial
tuning condenser. X ow, by placing
the switch in the other position,
the secon,bn· coil is switched into
circuit, ancl timing on the secondary
circuit condenser, with slight adjustment of aerial condenser, should
bring in the previously tuned
signals provided the secondary
coil is of the correct size.
Valve or Crystal Rectification
A simple change-over device permitting the use of either crystal or

de1iser to he placed either in senes
or parallel with the aerial tuning
coil. · One great advantage in
hc\·ing so lnndy a means of
eJJecting this change is the ease
\\ ith which the two methods of
tuning nnv be compared ou any
wavelength,
Fig. I (left) shows how seriesparallel switching is accomplished
\\·ith a knife-switch of the doublepole, double-throw type. Fig. r
(middle) illustrates a simpler method
of achieving the same purpose, ancl
in this case two switch-arms and
three contact studs are utilised.
Another method mav be seen in
Fig. I (right), which Is particularly
suitable for pand mounting.
As regards the comparative efftcienc,·ofeach method, it is probable
tlnt ·for general purposes none of
the three types of switch will
exhibit marked superiority.
Fig. 2.--A useful tune and stand-by arrangement.
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mitting the use of either crystal or
Yalve recti1ication is depicted in
Fig. J. This prow~s verv useful
when it is desired to test the merits
of the two detectors on long range
reception, a:; it is much ea:-ier to
make comparisons when a quick
change-over is possiLJe.
Other
uses ,,·ill, of course, occur to the
reader. Two well insulated knife
S\Yitches, B and C, are used. \\'hetl
these are set as shown, the crvsta!
detector is in use, and when each
switch is reversed the vah·e detector comes into operation. In the
former case the top portion of B
connects the aerial to the crvstal
detector and the lower portion
connects one side of thE' telephones
to earth. These latter are included
in the crvsial detector circuit b-...·
means o{ C. The reversal of the
switches results in the aerial being
connected to the grid of the yalve
through the grid-leak and condenser through B, while C places the
telephones in the anode circuit.
Switching in a Note-Magnifier
by Means of Spring .Jacks
The inclusion of the jacks J, and
J" in the crystal and note-magnifier
circuit illustrated in Fig. 4 nnkes
it possible to use either the crystal
receiver alone or the crvstal.dctector
with a stage of low-frequency amplification bv merely plugging the
phones into J 1 or J 2 . J 1 is a 4point, and J, a 2-point jack. The
plug is illustrated separately and is
marked P, while the telephone
leads \Yhich arc connected to this
plug are in(licated by T.
Ih· plugging into J 1 the telephones are
connected between one side of the

A

B

E

-

L. T.

+

Fig. 3.-Switching-in crystal or valve '(jetector.
crvstal detector and the earth, the
primary winding P of the intervalve transformer being cut out of
circuit. This, of course, brings the
cn·stal receiver into use.
Bv
taking out the plug and inserting
in J 2 the phones are placed in the
anode circuit of the ....-alve, where
much louder signals may be obtained.
\\'here panel space is
limited this svstem of switching has
much to commend it.
lf it is desired to add a second
stage of note-magnification to this
circuit, ] " ma\· be connected between the high tension plus terminal and the plat<' of the vah·c,
the connections to the primRn· of

... L. T.

+

Fig. 4.-Adding a note-magnifier by plug and jack. Generally
you should connect OS to grid, IS to the filament resistance,
IP to left middle contact and OP to right middle contact of
jack switch.

Gl

the following transformer being also
made to those points.
H.T.
-and L.T. +. the points between
which the jack was originally connected, should be joined directly
together.
A better way is to use a second
jack of the same pattern as ] ,
using ] 2 between the plate of the
last valve and the H .T +.
Switching of Tuned Anode II.F.
Valve Preceding Valve Detector
Figure 5 shows the wiring of a
circuit in which a D.P.D.T. switch

is employed to cut out the stage
of tuned anode high-frequencv
amplification preceding a valve
detector. The upper arm of the
switch S cuts off the filament
current of the first vah·e when required, and the lower ann join:<
the aerial, or the plate of the first
valve, to the grid of the second
valve through the grid condenser.
The upper and lower arms arc of
course moved simultaneous!\· in the
usual m~nner. \Vith the S\~·itch in
the right hand position as shown,
the anode of the H.F. valve is
connected to the grid condenser
of the rectifier, anrl the filament
current of the first yalve switched
on. Thus both the H.F. and
detector Yah·es are in use. \Yith S
in the kft hand position the
ncgatiye filament lead of the H.F.
yalve is broken, and the curn'nts
from the aerial pass through the
lower ann to the grid condenser of
the rectifier.
Tuning is carried out by a(ljustmc:nt of the aerial tuning condenser in each case, but ·when the
two yalvcs arc used \·ariation nf
the ;mode tuning condenser is a l.'o
necessary. It should be noted that
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1he World's Standard Wireless Loud Speaker
MPLION LOUD SPEAKERS are world-famous for >ens!tivity, full vo'ume, clarity and won-'erfu'ly natural tone
-qualities due to the in:orpora~ion of many exclucive
features, inc!u~ing a nor.-resonating sound conduit with wood
horn and an ;mproved unit embodying 1 he '' floatin ~" diaphragm.
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HEN a man decides to build a good
Receiving Set he immediately comes
up against the difficulty of a suitable
cabinet and the drilling and engraving of the
Panel. Cabinet making is a skilled man's job and
many a perfectly good piece of cbonite has
been spoilt by a hole in the wrong position or
because it has been incorrectly cut to size.
To eliminate most of the difficulties in Set•
building we have instituted the " }PH ot "
Panel Service.
In future all Sets described
in Modern Wireless or Wireless Weekly will
be available in sets of parts for the Horne
Constructor with panels ready drilled, tapped
and engraved.
Two types will be placed on
the market-Type A following the author's
literal specification and using his actual components and Type B, an adapt~tion using PetoScott guaranteed components.
Naturally,
through standardisation of components and
our lower manufacturing costs due to large
output, Type B will show a large saving over
Type A.

The All-Britain Receiver
("Modern Wireless,'' Sept. Issue).
The new All-Britain Receiver in tbe September issue of Modern Wireless is
proving one of the most popular Sets of the season. A 3-valve Set, it has nwcb to
recommend it on account of its simplicity and ease of operation. By including it
in our" PILOT" Panel' Service experimenters are able to build it up at a big reduction
in cost. lt should be noted that the author's design of the All-Britain Receiver is
so similar to our own standard Type B H:eceivers that the Cabinets for both tv pes
are identical. The fundamental diHeren<:e is that in Type A the Valve; project
outside the panel in a horizontal position while in Type B they are totaliy enclosed
at rear of panel entirely out of harm's way. Therefore, in the list of prices it will
be seen that Pilot Cabinet B is htted with an additional baseboard to screw on to
the cbonite panel to carry all the components.
PRICES :
Type A.-Ebonite Panel, guaranteed Post Office quality, of highest grade, 10 in. by
16! in., drilled, tapped and fully engraved
16 -

.. 15/6

Polished Oak Cabinet, with sliding back, to take above panel

Complete kit of components, exactly as author's specification, but with MaxAmp Transformer and Peto-Scott all-ebonite improved Coil Holder £4 12

Other
under the

Receivers available
H ~i!ot ''
Panel Service

In addition to the Receiving Sets dew ibed in this issue of
The Wireless Constructor, we also supply the following
Modern Wireless Receivers in Type A and Type B for
home construction.
Finished instruments in either type
are also available.
The Pur;flex Receiver.
The All Concert-de-Luxe Receiver.
The 3-Valve Dual Receiver
The Transatlantic V (and others) •

Type B.-Ebonite Panel, guaranteed Post Office Ebonite of highest grade, drilled and
tapped to take Peto-Scott guaranteed components, size to in. by 16! in., matt
1 0 /finished by hand
Engraving extra

Complete kit of guaranteed Peto-Seott Components. In this kit we include Polar
Condensers and Lissenstats, but otherwise everything else is of our own manufacture
and fully guaranteed in every respect • •
£4 2 6

Remember that if our instructions are followed we positively
Our
guarantee that all Type B Receivers are the equal in every
Guarantee respect to the more expensive Type A sets. qur Service
Dept. is available for all our customers and will test and
rectify errors of construction at a nominal charge. We want
all our customers to have the utmost confidence in every
Set produced under the " !Pilot " Panel Service.
•-:..
.._

The Family 4-Valve Set

.
~

:
:
i::::

........................... ..................................................

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.
Registered Office

& Mail Orders:

3/-

Polisbed Oak Cabinet, with sliding back, but fitted in addition with panel
baseboard
1 7 /-

.....................................................................................
'
l

0

77, CITY ROAD, E. C.

Branche:: LONDON-62, High Holborn, W.C.t. PLYMOUTH-4, Bank of
England Place. LIVERPOOL-4, Manchester Street. CARDIFF94, Queen Street. WALTHAMSTOW-230, Wood Street.

(Radio Press Envelope No. 2 ).
Exactly as Author's specification, except that an ebonite panel is used
instead of one made of wood. This permits components being
mounted flush on the panel and greatly improves the appearance of
the whole Set. Valve-Holders are of the same anti-eapac1ty type,
but of our own manufacture. Two Max-Amp T ranslormers are
supplied instead of one Max-Amp and one lgranic, and an lgranic
Potentiometer is substituted for the T .C. B.
Complete kit of Components. only as above amended specification,

£6

1 0

Ebonite Panel, 24 in. by 8 in. by ! in., drilled. matt finished, and fully
engraved
£1 2 6
Panel only (undrilled and not engraved)
12 6
Polished Oak Cabinet, 24 in. by 8 in. by 4 in.
£1 5 0

In replying to advertisers, please ment"ion TnE 'Wmm.Ess

Gilbert Ad. qq.
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THE AUTHOR

:

of this article has wr.ittan a very
popular book, entitl<Jd--
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Pictorial
Wireless
Circuits.
Price 1/6.

By OSWALD J. RANK!;>/.
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Fig. 5.-How to cut out a high frequency valve.

when the detector valve is used
alone the circuit is not highly
efficient owing to the absence of a
reaction coil. \-\'hen the two valves
are used accurate tuning on the
two variable condensers should produce good results, there being a
measure of reaction in trod ucecl by
the valve capacity.
Switching o{ Single-valve
Magnifier

Note~

The la~t ·figure ·shows a means
·whereby. a stage of low-frequency
amplification may be used or cut
out at will with the aid of a
D.P.D.T. knife switch. It will be
seen that a loose-coupled circuit
is employed, though this of course
is not essential . for the proper.
working of the switch. \\-ith the
switch ·in the position indicated
the rectified currents in the anode
cin::uit of the detector valve pass
through the lower arm of the switch,
and through the primary P of the
intervalve transformer .to H.T. +.
1-'luctuating \·oltages are thus transferred to the grid of the second
valve, and amplified currents result
in the plate circuit of this valve.
A reversal of the switch connects
the anode of the detector via the
lower arm to the telephones, the
filament current of the L.F. valve
being cut off by the upper arm in a
manner similar to the filament
switching used in the previous
figure.
A switch connected in this way
proves very useful for judging tlie
quality of a L.F. amplifier, and is
far less likely to cause inefficiency
in the circuit than is a gwitch
employee! for cutting out an H.F.
valve.

::I
:

CONDENSER
HINT~

I~~

:
:.
::

~IIIII! I [I rI II U IIIII r: Ill fllllllllllllll!llllllll~

N

conventional circuit diagrams a variable condenser
is represented as · having
two exactly similar plates.
There is ·no indication as to
which are the mo~ing vanes and
which are the fixed, and the constructor is often at aJoss to know
"ihich way round to connect his
condenser.
It may be taken as a safe rule
that between any two points in a
circuit where a difference in high.

A

The book is No. 8 of the Radio
Press Series, and is obtanable
from all booksellers.

~Ill I JIIIIIIIIUtiiiiUII! 11111111111111111111111
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A

Dozens of circuits drawn pictorially as on this page appear with
suitable explanations.

frequency potential exists the cono
denser shonl<l be inserted so that
the moving vanes are connected
on the lower potential side. Thus in
a tuned anode circuit the condenser
should be wired so that the fixed
vanes are connected to the valve
plate, and the moving vanes to high
tension positive.
Similarly, an aerial tuning con<h~nser should have its fixed plates
connected to the aerial and its
moving vanes to the lower potential
side in order to reduce ~tray
capacity effects.
I3y observing this simple rule of
connections hand capacity effects
will be neutralised to a large extent
and many sources of trouble will be
avoided.

/-----------------<Rlo
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T

o

+

H. T. o

Fig. 6. --Cutting out a note-magnifier following a det...ctor v~lve.
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For the Absolute
Beginner
A helpful article to all who have just
succumbed to the most fascinating
of all applied sciences.

H

0:\I E wir. elcss is cliviclcJ into
t11·o classes.
There are
thCJsc \l·ho are onlv interested in broadcasting ailCI the
reception of music, lectures, concerts, news items ancl so on, gin~n
out from the several broadcasting
stations clottecl about the country.
There is another class which is
primarilv intcrestecl, although on!\·
in a non-professional manner, in
the technicalities of the subject of
wireless. This Ia ttcr class is interested not only in bnm•lcasting
but in the thousands of the other
kinds of signals ancl messages
which are being sent by wirclc.;s,
su~~h as messages from transatlantic
stations, from ships, from aeroplanes, etc.

Wher~ do You Belong ?
\Yhichever class vou intencl to
belong to you mus.t know something about the subject. The best
\l·ay of acquiring this is to buy, in
the first place, the t11·o \·er~· simple
little books "\Vireless for All," and
"Simplifted \Vireless." You sLould
try tu get in touch \l·ith someone
\l·ho has alreallv inslallccl a wireless recei\'er in. vour district. If
possible, get in tO\lCh wit lt a mcmllCr
of the local wircle ..;s socic·ty, and,
preferably, join this sxiet\' yourself. TllC fees arc small and no
tecll\lical qualiiications arc ncc:cs-

sax\T.

{laving got some gcncr«l icleas
on the subject von ma\· then ask
vour friend's acivice as ·to purckts-

ing a wireless receiver. If you are
only interested in broadcasting you
might, if you preferred, go straight
to a wireless clealer of standing ancl
ac.;k his ad vice, telling him your
needs ami the amount you desire
to pay for your set. If you desire
to take up wireless experimenting,
or to make your own wireless
receiver, you should most certainlv
get in tollCh with another wireless
experimenter. Your first real step
\Yill be;> to buv a licence from any
Post Office. "rhis licence will coit
you IOS.
Join a Society
The golclen rule for experimenters
is to join a wireless society.
Another rule for the woulcl-be

Yours faithfully,

W. T. Putter.
'l'he "DEXTRAUDION "
b the lowest <·on...,ump*
tion valve in tho world--] volt nt .1 aJnpThe plate potential
b froHt 30-60 volt:-~,
and the amplifieation
fa:·tor 10.
.Ab::-~olntely Jli)H·tni(•J'o-

phonic awl dbtortiou·
Ies~ !

-

The "DEXTRAUDION " is a splendid Detector, also H.F.
and L.F. amplifier, functions in all kinds of circuits and giv('
strength of reception equal to a bright emitter !
The price is 21 I-.

40 Page Radio List with full pn.rlicnlare of the
"DEXTRAUDION" m11l "XTRAUDION" Valves,
C01nplete ~et:-:;, Cmnponents .:::nd ~Iaterial i:ient
free on ru,:eipt of 4d. in ~tarnp.s.

a}~o
po~t

EcoNOMIC ELECTRIC LIMITED

Hca<l Oflicc:
10, FITZROY SQUARE,
LONDON, W.t.

Showroou1s :
303, EUST.ON RD.,
N.W.1.

In replyinp, to adrertisers, ]Jlease mention TuE "'nmLEss Co:ssTHt:CTOR,

Telephone:
MUt<,\UM
1055.
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,Aualitu
\!Cl RADIO-~

COMPONENTS
iUustrated twelve page CATAProfu~ely
I~OGL E just out.
gin~ you one seud

If your dealer t~annot
us a card with his name
and address ta reeeive it dit·ect .FREE

and POST !<'REE.

Prov. Protf"ctcd.

VERNIER
COIL HOLDER
CAM~

Price 9/-, en bas<> 1/~ extra.
vVith Reaction l'ev~rs" and Shorting
Switch incorporated, 12,'6. Postage4d.

STANDARD COIL SOCKETS

Flush lilting
1/- each
Postage :d.

INSULATED
VALVE
SOCKETS
Set of 4, one
red for plate,

1/-. Postage zd.

(no base).

Back connections
eliminating fl<"x.
2 way 3!-,
3 way 5/·,
N.P. 1j
extra.

Post

J<L
Drilling template with all.

1fvourdcaler has not~ol them v c ~end post
ll ee if you weution hi::; name and :HI dress.

GO SWELL
ENGINEERING co., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE RD., LONDON, N.l.
Liher . .d T1·arle Terms. 'Phone: North 305r.

Gil

broadcast receiver is to talk to an
experimenter who already has a
set installed. \\'c hope that our
advice will not be considered
intereste~I if we advise von to take
in a good wireless periodical an<l
to buy good authoritative books
on wirele'is.
The Aerial
Having made, or b~1ught, your
set, the next thing to do is to fix
up your wireless aerial, and this
will only call for a little common
sense aiHl a little time in reading
the aerial section of the two Iitlh'
books mentioncJ <lUJ> c:.
" Range " Explained
A wireless tranto,mitting station
consists of special apparatus, which
sets up electric cuuents in a, length
of wire slung up at as great a height
as possible--usuallv between two
masts. The curren.ts in this aerial,
<Wit: is called, set up inYisible wireless waves which travel in all
directio.ns.
The di~tance these
waves travel depends upon the
power of the transmitting station
The waves may be received bv
the rec<civing- st<1tion which consists
of very much simpler apparatus,
usual!,·, ancl an aerial wire slung
up, generallv, between the hous~
and a tree, or between two poles, or,
in fact, in anv other wav. The
receiving aeri::1) for hroa(lcasting
and experimental work is usuallv
about roo feet long. V'ihen th.e
receiving station is. being operated
the wireless waves from the transmitting station are caught by the
aerial wire, producing e!0ctrical
currents which operate the receiving
gear and cause buzzing noises,
speech or music, according to the
nature of the transmissions from the
transmitting station. These. noises
come from teli"phone receivers,
or what is known as a loud-speaker,
which is somewhat similar to a
gramophone horn. The telephone
receivers are somewhat similar to
the telephone receiver ear-piece
on the ordinary telephone. Any
number of wireless rcceiYing stations
within a certain range of the transmitting station may be able to
pick up the messages from that
transmitting station.
What is Selectivity ?
It may he a~ke,l whether, as so
many wireless trans;nitting ~tations
are working in the world, there is
not a jnmble. The reJ,on why
there is not a jumble is that the
transmitting stations send out
different kinds of waves, and at
your receiver you pick out the
particular kind that Y•Jll want to
rece1ve.

\Vireless waves are somewhat
sin1ilar to ti1e ripple:> produced on
the surface of a pond when a
stone is thrown into it. These
ripples travel outwards m all
directions, as clo >vireless waves.
The \vireless waves, hm1·ever, are
invisible. 'When one person speal;:s
to another, the speech is communicated by IY<n·ec-; in the airsound waves. \\'hen a wireless
transmitting
station
transmits,
somewhat similar waves are set up,
but they arc? not heard by an
ordinary. per~Dn in the ord1nar:,\Vay; they require a specirttr eceiv:ing
apparatus tv make them audible.
Wavelength>
Different transmitting stations
sen<l out their mcs~a ';ccs with
different kinds of waves.
Thc-;e
waves diti,,r from ectch other in
their length; the length of a waYe
is the distance from the crest of
one wave to the crest of the next
wave. The receiving apparatus
lll<ly be tnnecl-that is to sa:.r,
adjusted-so as to pick up onlv the
wave-; of a certain station. \Yhen
dit!crent strings on a piano are
struck dirtcrcnt notes are sent out.
Perhaps 0'1e note will. be high
and another low. The difference
between tlF:sc notes is that the
sotPHl 1vavcs in the ctse of one note
differ from the sound waves produced in the case of the other note.
The human car cccn tell the differ·
ence between one and the other.
The Morse Code
In the same way, a tr;uosmitting
station mav be arranged to sent!
its signals 0;1 one note or on another.
The wireless receiver is also able to
distinguish between the different
wireless waves, an(l it is possible
so to adjust the apparatus that only
the desired waves -..viii be recei,·ed,
the others not being made audible
at all. By giving <lifterent stations
different wave-lengths to work on,
it is possible to be able to pick up
at a receiving station wayes from
hundreds of different wireless
stations.
.Most ordinary wireless business
messages are sent in the :\Iorse
code, which consists of short and
long buzzes known as dots and
dashes. These are arranged in a
sp<X:ialmanner to represent different
letters of the alphabet. The broadcast listener will not need to learn
the ?llorse corle at all, but if he
hears buning noises in his receiver
these .vill probably be due to him
hc:tring n1e--;:-;age:-; being ~ent in
:\lorse code. The onlinan· music
and speech comes thnm:.::!c just as
if one \Y:-:rc in the sarnc r~Y)I11 as
the artist.
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Easy to Begin

\Yireless broadcasting is sent out
from stations having a room in
which the actual artistes appear.
1'nlike the case of the gramophone
it is not possible to pick and choose
one's items. There is a set programme each evening, just as in
the ca~e of a concert.
If vou do not know much about
wireless, do not be alarmed. The
person taking up broadc1sting
needs no technical knowledge. The
person who intends going in for
experinwnting can start straight
awav with onlv a small amount
of fechnical lo;owleclge which lre
can pick up from the two books
mentione~l above.

ment perhaps another station will
come in. If ,-ou lived in London
and your receiver was adjusted to
recei,·e 2LO, which is the call sign,
or telepl one nmnber, as it were,
of the Lonlon broadcasting station,
von would have to have a different
adjustment if you took your set
to Birmingham and wanted to
receive that station, even if von
worked on" an exactly sin:lilar
aerial.
A valve set is a set which uses
a kind of electric lamp known as
a Yah·e. This Yah·e has four
prongs, which fit into a special
Yalve hol(ler, and it is necessary
to proYide two kinds of batteries
to work a valve set. One battery
is usually an accumulator which

Why
Adjustable .Phones

are still the ·best

<"

(

LAM

MAGNETIC
SHuNT PASS.

POLE

NATED

SHOZS

Firstly:-

Because the Pole
Shoes are laminated,
thus mintmis 1 n g
eddy currents.
Secondly:At a wireless outing. Wireless societies do a great deal
of useful work. You should join.

As regards the apparatus used
in receiving, there are, in general,
two classes of wireless receivers.
\Ve, first of all, have the crystal set
and we aLso haYe valve sets. Some
Yalve sets also use crystal detectors.

can be recharged with electricity
at suitable intervals ; the other
batterv is called a high-tension
batter)· and gives about 6o to 100
volts.
The~e
high-tension batteries will last seyeral mo,nths and
are then useless and a new one
requires to be bought.

A cr~·stal detector merely consists, in its simplest form, of a
piece of mineral on which presses
a light wire spring, generally
known as a " eat's whisker.''
This crvstal detector is fitted in a
box \vllich also cuntains a coil of
wire callerl tlle inductance. '\le:1ns
are provided for tuning the crystal
1 ecei...-er to the particular broadcasting station which vou desire to
receive. On a certaiil adjustment
of the set one station \Yill be
received, while \vith another adjust-

It is really impossible to enter
into a detailed technical explanation of wireless in a map;azine of
this kind. The best thing you
can do, unquestionablv, is to buy
the first t\Yo books of the Radi()
Press series called, respectively,
Wireless for All (price <Jd.) and
Simplified IVirr!ess (price Is.).
These two books, the second one
of which is a sequel to the first,
are \Hitlen by .:\Ir. John Scott-

Valve and Crystal

Books You Need

In replying to advertisers, please mention

A Magnetic Shunt
Pass is provided
which
eliminates
distortion.
Thirdly:-

The Vernier Adjustment IS perfect in
its action.
THESE ADVANTAGES ARE
EXCLUSIVE TO " ULTRA."

Ask your dealer for them

20I•

per pair

-------

Should you have any difficulty in
obtamin8 same wl'ite dzl'ect to

Messrs. EDWARD E.ROSEM &CO,
158/160, City Road, London, E.C.
with the name of your Dealer.
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Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.1\T.I.E.E., the
Editor-in-Chief of Radio Press
l.imitecl, the puhlishing fl.rm which
produces Tm~ \VTRELESS CoxsTRUCToR, W ircless TVeehlv ancl l\11 odern
Wireless.
These h\:O little books
have had an enormous S<J]c and
they presume not the slightest
knowledge of electricity, so that
the absolute novice can understand
the rudiments of wirclcs:o;.
About Valves
If you want to know something
2 bout valves and how tllev work
vou cannot do better than· huv a
copy of Radio Valves an,t Ho1u to

Use Them, by John Scott-Taggart,
F. Inst.P., A.:\I.I.E.E.
If you are out to make your own
wireless set you will do well
to build one of those describe,]
in the pages of this magazine.
Every set is personally guaranteetl
hv ihe Editor nncl by the proprietors of TI-m\VrRELEss CoNsTJWCTOR.
The actual sets may be inspected
at our London Ofliccs at Melbourne
Buildings, Bush Honse, Strand,
\V.C.2. A subsidiary company of
Hadio Press Limited, called Radio
Press Service Department Limited,
will, on the payment of a small
fee, test your set if you clo not get

To

hole, through which passes a 2 in.
No. ro screw into the baseboard.
The complete baseboard is shown

hold a panel of ebonite so
that its edges may be
cleaned up is rather beyond
the scope of the engineer's vices
11suallv found in the ordinary
workshop, and the writer has
purposely designed this vice fo be
described to overcome his own
difficulty in that respect. A piece
of wood, 3ft. long, 1 ft. wide and I

Fig. 2.--Wedge details.

in Fig. I holding a panel ready for
eclge cleaning. Fig. 3 shows how
the clips should be cut anrl drilled.
The edge marker! A should he
rounrlerl oil so that the thin end of
the wedge may quite easily be
pushed underneath.

/

Fig. 1.-The vice in place.

in. thick is required for the basc1JOarcl, and mav be purchaseJ very
cheaply at the local timber yard.
Four smaller pieces of oak, ~·in.
thick, I in. wide and 6in. long, are
also required. Four wedges should
be purchased ; those sold for prcYcniing windows rattling are useful,
as they also have a small length of
chain attached to them as shown
in Fig. 2, so that they can be
affixed to the base and arc not
easily lost.
How to Fix the Base to the Bench
The base is secured hy four good
size,! screws, 2! in. No. ro's, ncar
its upper edge, to the edge of the
bench or work table. The smaller
pieces c f oak arc drilled with a 1"0 in.

good results, and, if desired, \Yill
put the set rig-ht for you. You,
consequent!\', can have absolute
confidence when you start building
a Earlio Press set.
A Final Word

Our final advice is, worn; vonr
wireless friend. If vou ha,·en't a
wireless friend, mak·e one. \Yin~
less experimenters are tlwronghlv
goocl fellows, as a rule, and \viii
gladly give yon advice, but don't
worry them O\'er things you can
read about in booklets costing
only a few pence. It is not fair
to them or to yourself.
·

and will not slip about when
pressure is applied to the edge.
The little safety chains should be
secured to the edge of the baseboard by means of kin. ::\o. 4
screws.
Another Use for the Vice
The same idea may be applied to
the top of the bench for cutting
ebonite or drilling paneLs. The
wedges and clips ca.n at the 5ame
time hold tire drilling template in
correct
position.
1f
polisher!
ma t<erial is used little pieces of felt
should lw glued to the faces of the
clips to prcn,nt scratching the
':urfaco.

A Famous "Fan"

How to Use the Vice
The nwthod of using the Yicc is
as follows :-The panel is temporariJ\· laid against the b:1sehoard
and a pencil mark made round the
panel.
Fonr gimlet holes are made in
suitable positions (see Fig. 1) and
the clips (Fig. 3) arc screwed to the
baseboard.
These should not be
''crcwed down tight, but sufficient
room left so that the panel slips in
underneath. The panel is place,]
in position and the wedges pusher!
home tighth'. It will be found that
the panel is held extremely tight

E
Fig.3.-The clips which hold
the panel in position.

Jackie Coogan is just as
keen on wireless as most
young men. Here he is seen
sending a wirelesstelegrarn
from the "Leviathan."
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•
Some Common Faults In
Beginners' Sets
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.
Xo zcircles~ e.vpcrt ha~ greater c.1periencc in handling l;eginners'
sets than 1l1r. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., the m:ll-lmown chi£f of the
Hadiu Press Information Department.

DO not wish the title of this
article to con,,ev the impn'oo.sion that faults are common in sets built hy beginners,
since this is far from being the
case, ancl l hope I shall not proclnce a feeling of apprehension
in the mind of anyone who may
be considering the building of his
first wireless set. As a matter of
fact, a very 'wide experience leads
me to believe that faults in the
working of a newly finishecl receiver
are as common among the sets
made hy experienced constructors
as among those produced bv relative novices. True, the rloYicc

I

THE

NEW

is apt to make little slips that an
expericncecl man would ha\·e
an1ide l, but on the other hancl
the former generallv follows out
the design to \Yhich ·he is working
with great accuracy, indulging in
no departures from the specification, ami therefore his chances
of success arc usually considerably
higher than those of the man
who feels himself confi(lcnt to make
considerable modif1cations in every
small layout.
Follow the Design.
So long as the beginner will take
a good design and follow it out

RADIAX RE.l\CTION UNIT

Make Your H.F. Valves Effi~iant.
The Xe\v IZ.adiax Reaction L'nit {1\cgd.) achicH·:.:. a rem<trkablc efhcicncy; wilh pnf( ct control em l c used on
tranc:fnnncr, but in conjnncti()n \'-ith the FZ.-\DIAX
Transformers or Tuned Anode Coi!.::, it maLe;; an a\('f<lg('
"--without tlw
diil:cnlti('" of

IS

accuratelv, he need have no fear
of anyth-ing except quite trifling
troubles in the finished receiver.
The chances of such trouhlcs, it
should be emphasised, are remote,
and I think it as well to state at
the commencement of the article,
that it will be clevotecl to the
troubles of sets properly designed
which fail to give expected results.
:1\ow, when a new set has been
made, and fails to give the cxpecte(l results, there are three
princip;1l ways in which it may
behave. In the first place, there
may be an entire absence of signals,
·which is, curiously enough, the

INSTANTLY

FITTED TO

ANY

PANEL

The New H .F. Transformers and Tuned Anode Coils are
cnwentc\ted cxpcrinwnt and (');p('rh'net•
H.F. Valve
portions of primar:y and
a dt'fmitc
St('p,up, whirh i:' nitcn

ohbincd.

with

Yariablc Condenser the
is guaranteed. Post
<iuali~y cb(lnitv with ali
l('alwge los:cs. For
rcarlHJll rc..:.ults use ;\11odl'
ntdrcs. ll.F. Tr;msfonncrs
g:;-r8o, 3/6; I70-3.>?, 3 '6 ; 3on--,::;oo,
soo-900, 4j3; goo-IJ)oo, 4f9;
T •.~O(l-2,(lOO, 5/6 j 2,hOO-f,OOO, 6/6.
Tuned Anode Inductances same range and prices as Transformers.
For two or more stag-es lLF, usc H.adiax Transformers on frrst ~tagC' up to
;'iO') mr-trcs, Tml('d Anodf' Coil OYl'r 500.
Fnr s:econd and furtlwr sia.[::<'S. Radiax
Se;ni-Aperiodic Anode Coil untuned. This gives a perfect
\\'hich does
amplifv and doesn't sclf~oscillatc. Prices 9d. each extra
to 900 metres.
1 /6 ca(·h extra over lJOO mctrC'S.
----LISTS-ANO-CAfAi.:OGUEs.-=----:t>ft~a;,-(~s~llil Stclrl:;:J; -f~1r se-(t-i;-;Ilal
___ H..:v!iax Receiving Set_~.__ Completr or in r;t;:·ts, or __ 3d. st;tmps

1

Tapped Anode Inductance.
J lesigncrl as part
of our H.cgbtercd
Reactance Sy.~-

RADIAX Duplex Basket
efficient than honcyr:;omb or any other tnw of
,;trong and rigld, rncnmtc 1 on standard ebonitc
Ko. Pricc. \Vavcw
No. Price.
length.
z;
1/6
350
roo
219
35
1 /9
450
150
3'1so
2/6yJ
200
3 '/9
75
2/3
900
250
4 ,'.6

5 i6

300

YOl'R

DEALER

CA~

\Va\'('lcngth.

IJ\O
2000

z(;o:1
32<n
4000

C'omp:ctC' set of 9 for 25/-.
ALL RAIHAX Cln!PO~E:\'TS.

Sl'f'PLY

CONDENSERS
(Fixrd).--,ooo2,
.ooo1, .ooos or .oor, 1/- each.
2 ·o.
CONDENSERS C\Lmsbridg,•). -F,n·
II.T. Battt'ries, etc.,
mfd., 4 -

ACCUMULATORS.---l!igh
on each one

Jkst

\Yith cartridge type grid leak

.·s

4·\·olt.
19 ·8

(-\·r~lt.

5,6. '
6o omp.
15,'25,'·.10
IF YOL: WA:"T T<l IH'!Lll YOU< 011·:-.: SET CET Ol'J\ USTS
A:"D ADOPT A RADIAX DESIG);.
1.0

guarantee
for
voltages on any
Type or D.E. val\'(•,
14J6. '\\:"ith
nick 0 l
f1ttings 15 j6. The H.D.
A vPrv fine transformf'r
of sligfitly different form.
Fully guaranteed for usc
volts
••
R.I. Transformers ..
Telephone Transformers ..

2~vo1t.

mfd., 4/6,

40 amp.

RADIAX, Ltd.
4~, Ralfio
Tottenh~m

11

2.0

27 / ~

36

•

Best

Quality. Qualitv.
With
\Yitliolit
\'vrni<'r.
U/3
7 i-

6/-

Chrapcr
Qnalitv.
\Vithol1t
\'nn:cr.
7 1-

s';g
5(-

Hou~e, Pe;cy Street,
RADIAX
fourt Rd., London, W.1.

i min. Tottenharn Ct. RcL & f'nodge St. Tube Stationc. ..!!L"!-AT!~E._LY_Q!L

Barclays A d.
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easiest kind of trouble to deal with.
Secondly, the set may give weak
signals with an absence of distant
stations, while in the third case
it mav give fairly moderate signals
but to an accompaniment
of
howling or crackling noises.

-

A First Step.
The Jir~t step in any one uf these
cases is to determine whetlH•r the
fault is actu<1llv in the rccei,·cr
itself ; in the ;ln·cssorics ; or in
t h 2 aerial or earth connection.
The accessories mav consist of the
telephones or lou~! 'pcaker, the
hi,c;h an<l low tension batteries, ancl

the vah·es. The voltage of the
high and low tension batteries can
be measured when they are actually
giving current to the set, if you
possess a suitable voltmeter, hut
this is not the rule and by far
the bes.t method of testing is to
substitute other batteries for them.
Similarlv, the valves can onlv be
tested hv substitution, am( the
same ma:v: be said of the telephones.
If no other accessories are available
for testing, it is usually possible
to try one's uwn upon somebody
else's set, ,,·hich methed is almost
as gootL
Aerial and Earth.
The on!\· real test of an aerial
ancl earth: again, is that obtained
by trving upon them a receiver
whirh is known to be in perfect
working order.
Incidentally, a
word of warning should he issued
here to
those who come to
the conclusion that any given
set is not working prof>E>rly simplv
hccaus~ the o-wner is at fi_cst unable
to pick up the more tlistant stiltions.
Tlw operating of anv set is undonbtedlv an art.
It can be
quick!\" jJicLc•d up but nen'rthcle"s
must be learned. Tlwrdon>, do
110t expect to pick up all the B.R.C.
stations with your first single vah·e
set within hal[ an hour.

As soon as the necessarv preliminary tests have been completed,
and they have proved that the
trouble is actually in the receiver
itself, it is then necessarv to come
to some conclusion
to the
tvpe of fault which is likely to be
present. 1f the trouble is an entire

as

absence of signals, the most
cau~e 1s--a - rnistake in wirin~~
an impcrkctlv soldcre,] joint ; or ''"
defective componE>nt. \\t'ak ~igncll.~,
on the other hand, m<~v al~o nwan
<ldel'tiYe component, Sl;ch as <J. grid
leak of too small a Yaluc, a condcnsc•r
with leak\· insulation, or an chonite
panel of 1;oor qualitv, hut ~11! th''.sp
troubles ;;re onc.s that tlw hepim>er

HIGH AUTHORITY

THE PROilUCf OF lllA'iY EXPEnlEN!S.

ON GOOD

VALVEHOLDERDESIGN
Mr. John Scott-Taggart, F.lnst.P., A.M.I.E.E., writes in the
September issue of MODERN WIRELESS on" Multi-Stage
High-frequency Amplification."
":\Iuch can be don<> with the ordinary type of valve,
provided a suitable valve holder is used. ~!uite apart
from other merits, ·the widdy-spaced contacts on certain
types of special valvl' holders are particularly suitable
for high-frequency \vnrk. 'The ordinary arrangcn1ent whe·re

the socket pins aH' very dose togz·ther, the nuts and
\\aslwrs being frequently only a matter of I/I(Jth inch
apart, are <ntin'ly unsuitabh· for hi~h-frequency,
OR,

IN

FACT,

FOR

ANY

Type A
Type A (abave panel),
This
those
mounting.

cspeciaJly

appeals to

prefer

above-panel

Type C

OTHER WORK."
Template Snpplicd
Template Supplied

•.

You

1 i9
1/6

British and Foreign Patents Applied For.
See you get H.T.C. Products
from your dC'aler. If you would
be certain of getting improH:<i
n·ccption insist upon them.
Remember, if he cannot supply
we are pleased to send tllem
direct to you.

The trade should bear in mind

that H.T.C. Products are scientili~
rally dt>signeJ. Evt'ry product
CPittains definite irnprovemcnts
\\·hich give
het1.cr reception.
A~k yuur local factor or write
direct.

H.T.C.

Trans±crmns

·with
although the p1icc is
low.
uo reason whv vou should
incur greater expt:use \Vitli 'the hope
of securing Detter n·sults. Extraor·~inary

care expended upon their ~esign, and
relentless inspection durin~ their tonand e! the mai&rials lls<>d.
preclude any pooillllity of manuladuring
fault. The design of the H.T.C. is such that
&trvction

all conditions are favourable aml it opt-r~
ates efficiently in all circuits. They ;,-rede·
signed to give power combiue_d
·with purity of re-production. Pnce
•

15/

If your local dealer cannot supply write direct to:
Type .C (below Fllltel).
J:'he special advantage of this
type is the method of mounting
-h'low panel.

H.T.C. ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.
2 & 2a, BOUNDARIES ROAD, BALHAM, S.W.l2.
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Since such risks are unpleasant,
cannot very well deal with for himare not nearly so good as those of
It is really well to adopt conself, and no doubt his best course is
the bulk of the material. This is
siderable precautions in checking
to take the set along to the Radio
the result of a certain process of
the wiring when the set ha'l
Press Service Departrhent at No. z,
manufacture, and a definite rule
been completed, and before it
:\lelbourne Place, Strand, \V.C.z,
should be marie that all one has
is tried.
The same procedure
and leave the matter in more exto do is to rub o!I the surface
should be followed when it is
perienced hands than his own.
skir1 of every panel, with fine emery
realised
that a
set does not
:'\"oises may again mean a lie·
paper. The result, it should be
work, probably because it Is a
fective component, such as a grid
noted, is a very fine matt finish,
wiring mistake that has been
leak; anode resistance, partially and a s'tfeguard against leakage.
made, by checking off each wire
broken down intervalve transforn1er
The only case when this need not
with the wiring diagram or blue
and so on, .but by far the commonest
be done is when eb::mite is gu::tranfault of all is. a defective hightePcl free; from leakage, an·\ can
print.
tension battery, a leaky panel or a
then be used jn its ori<<;inal brm.
~'\. Good Plan.
film of some conductive material
The main results of leaky ebonite
such as is used in soldering upon
are weak signals, flat tuning, and·
Lay out the blue print be:e;ide
various parts of the panel and
crackling noises.
the panel, when the latter has been
components.
Wiring Mistakes.
placed on a table with the underObscure Troubles.
side tnrn~ct upward~ a.nd proceed to
\Ve will now proceed to consider
rt is not often that one fin(ls on compare each wire with the corresome of the most common faults
test that a mistake has been made
sponding line upon the ·blue print,
to which the beginner should
in wiring, when the set bas been
and when you have satisf].ec\ yourgive his attention
rc:-c----..,.·------------------,-----.-..,.----.----..... self that the \Yirin g a gre es in
\\' hen he first realises that his set
every detail with
is defectiYe. lf,
the copy of the
after paying atblue print, tn.ce
tention to the
or otherwise enpoints which we
dorse that line
are now going t0
upon the diadiscuss, it. is still
gram, or separate
giving trouble, he
it bv going m·er
will be well adit with a coloured
ink. In this \\aY
Yised not to worry
you can procc·e;l
himself with tlie
uniil evcrv line
more obscure
·upon the. l>liw
f:.tults,
but
to
print has hcc'n
take advantage
marked
out
of the Departcar efu II v and
ment provided by
you can fet>l fairly
the Hadio Press
positive that you
to deal with such
have compared
cases.
the whole of th)
Bad Ebonite.
wiring. There is
A fault which · t.
just a possibility
is more likely to
,
that there mav
be found in sets
In some districts one may see "frame' aerials hoisted this way.
be a wire to:)
built by novices
It is doubtful whether there are any advantages.
many npon the
than in those of the more experimac!e un from one of the Radio
set, however, in this method
enced constructor is that of poor
Press d~signs, which always inof checking. It could have been
insulation upon ebonite panels,
corporate a particularly full and
revealed in
the
wiring
prosince the novice may be, in most clear wiring diagram. However,
cess, nevertheless, by adopting
cases, prompted to buy ebonite
mistakes do occasionally occur
the reverse procedure to that
of some unknown origin in which
and it may be of use ·to deal
we have just detailed.. When laythere may be a high percentage of with some of the methods of testing
ing out the wiring, as each wire is
breign matter, such as ground-up
such faults.
put into place, the corresponding
slate, which is incorporated simply
line upon another blue print shoul<l
to make the ebonite heavier, and
By wiring faults I mean the
be crosser! out, and in this wav
without regard for its insulating connecting together of two parts
care can be taken to insert no v,rire.;
properties.
The obvious prewhich should not have been so
for which a line cannot be crosser!
caution is to buy ebouite only
connected or the omission of some
out upon the diagram. Possibilities
from some firm which we know,
connection
which
the
wiring
of error are therefore practically
or better still to obtain one of the
diagram indicates should have
elin:inatecl.
brands which are marked with the
been included. \Vhen a mistake of
manufacturer's name.
Leakage
the former character occur,;, one
Bad Soldering.
may also occur from an ebonit.e
is likely, if the result is merely
Ifcre
we
C:)mc to one of th,~
p;u]el which is composed of sounrl
an ahscncc of signals, to fmll
great pitfalls
of the
novice,
matt'rial, simplv because the contwo points which will either
namely, the soldering o{ joints.
structor has not seen a word of
short circuit the batteries, or have
Soldering is always to be recor.'lach ice that much ebonite is turned
the effect of putting the high tension
mended, since if it is properly done
out from the works with a shiny supply across the Jllaments of the
it makes a reallv sound and persurface \Yhose insulating properties
valYes connected togelhcr.
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manent job of the wiring, but it cannot be denieJ that it is one of the
greatest difficulties to the beginner.
No one slnuld undertake the wiring
of a set without socne preliminary
practice with the soldering appliances and the novice sh:mld make
himself fairly proficient in the
making of simple joints before h:o
undertakes the work. It must be
remembered that it is quite possible
to cause one wire to adhere to
another by solder without actually
effecting a sonn:I electrical . connection. I have seen ycry many
cases of sets which only give
the poorest of signals and are much
troublc:l with Juise,, up::m w:1ich
half-a-dozen joints existe:l which
looked fairlv souml, but which gave
way upon being given a sharp pull
with pliers.

to join the:n, ani to use a really hot
and clean soldering iron.
Remember that although high
resistance joints, such as are produced by po::>r soldering, may not
completely prevent a set fro:n
working, yet nevertheles5 a scrie.s
of such joints may pro:luc:o b.LI
effects such as
flat
tTli:~_;,
refusal to
oscillate, cl;st )rtiJ.l
in
resistance
capacity< n;J!G l
l::>w-frequency amplifiers, a.1 l ~Jon.
D~fective Comp:m~n~;;.

The wireleos nnrkct at the
present time is t1o:J:leJ with comp::>:1ent p:Hts of IIJ.1llcless origin,
an.! t ltcre is a red risk b lnginn cr
an:l ex:p;,rie,lceJ co:1stru.::t.x alilc,
of purclnsin6 c·:J:n;:n.tcat.s whic;l
are practically valuclc" as wirclc;,
apparatu,, unless s::>m3 rule is m:dc
to purchase only fro:n reliable
firms, such as t.lu;c w:1 J a.! vertisc
in rnges of this journ.tl.

A PecuUar Fault.
Upon
investigation
it
was
then found that alth:mgh theparts
had been ~dhering, there was a
of
flux
between them,
film
which e!Iecti vely prevented the
proper flow o[ current to the correct
point.
The remeJies are to
thoroughly clean all surfaces which
are to be soldered together, to tin
them properly before attempting

Shoddy Condensers.
One of the com n::>nest causes of
trouble, for ex:unple, arc the cheap
and shocldy-looki:1g tixc:Iconclensers
which can be bought from ro:l.
upwards, from cerbin wireless
dealers. I have known itlnumerable
cases of trouble directly traceable

to these condensers, and in some
which I have opened I
have
found that the case contained
nothing but a nnss of wax, and no
plate3 or dielectric
whatever.
Thea, grid leaks are a p:J3sibb
source of trouble, and here again
the precaution should be adoptt,:l
of buying only tho.-;e of wellknown mlnufacturcrs. A grid leak
of incorrect resistance, wlll give
weak signals, uncd:lirol!able reaction, tenJeacy to howl, ancl al,n
distorLion. A ·ln:lly m HI·.; lc:ck
nny als; give gre:1t trouble
tlu
proJnctio.1 of cr,cckling anJ rustling
1101S~.:3.

Take

No

Risk>.

Tl1ere is n::>t mu~h tlnt tlu
novice can cl' wh·.;n he c:J:n?i to th3
conchHion that s0me of his co:nponents arc ope.1 to su.;p:cioa,
sinc0 th:; testin~ of th:: articb5
re,tnires a certain annunt of experience and ela1J:>r,1.te a;Jp:!i·,ttu.;.
For the che<Lpt:r p.trts the t!'tul
substitution can be applic l anJ
this is arl vis:• .\. Such tb ings as
low-frequency tranc;form~rs, on th-~
other han·!, are too expcon.;ive to b3
treate:l in this w.w, an.! here a•~ain
the scrvice of -our D.,rnrtmc:nt
should be sought.

CONSTRUCT
YOUR OWN SET
Sloping Cabinet
..
..
..
Ebonitc Panel, Drilled and Engraved
I4 by IO by ·~
.,
,.
,,
r z-Wav Coil Holder ..
I Coil ()lug
3 Lissenstat ::\Iinor . .
..
I \'arialJlc Condenser .0005 aud
and

I

Constructthe S.T. 100 lor £7 -4~2. (Envelope No.r .)

..

18 0

..

15-0

THE

~OrtSTRUCT

An S.T. 34 with Resistance Coupled Note Ma-rnifier
as described in Modern Wireless (Ootober) issue.

£9·4·5

1

9-6
1-6

10-6
12-6
11-6
4-6
5-6
5-0
3-8
6-0
2-6
2-8
9
2-8
£5-11-5

CONSTRUCT THE

£4·11·8
CONSTRUCT THE ALl. CONCERT de LUXE for
£3-~-~.

(Etr\'Clopc No.4.)

RADIO PRESS ENVELOPE:S.
T'\o. r.

~o. 2.

:\o. 3·

S.T. roo
:1-\'ah·c Family

Simplicity 3
~o. 4.
All Concert-tlc-Luxc ..
R.P. Hot Pad Transfers

74

Post free.
1/8
2J9
2/9
2/9
8d.

4-VALVE FA'!11~'1 for
(Envclorc :'~'J, 2.)

!\o. r6 D.C.C. wire for P. \Y. IL.1rris Crystal Set (September issue)
3/- per lb. post free.
Send stamp for Illustrated List and sd of kafkls dealing with
S.T. Ioo, 4-V. Family, Simplicity 3, All-Couccrt-dc-Luxc, Transatlantic V., Puriflcx, Onmi, etc., etc.

r··-------~,-AGNuM--coi.:-iii>.:oiRs~--usrcl

BURNE-JONES & Co., Ltd.,
Magnum House, 288, Borough High Street,
HOP 6257.

LONDON, S.E.l.

In replying to advertisers, pleaie mention TuE 'VmELESS

-·-··:

l

Simrlicity .), :"-ll·Concert de
! Luxe, Transatlant1c 5, Punflex, etc. etc. :
t
2-way 9j6, 3-way
12/·!
1
Po~t 6d.
'Vhen orcl5ing :
t
Plt'd~C state name of set.·l

[ As

in

-----------------------· -----!

Carriage and Packing free on retail orders value £2 or over.

'PHONE

SIMPLICITY 3·VALVE for
(EU\clope So. J.)

Co:ssTIWCTOR.

MAGNUM

TAPPED

!:OIL.

:\u. r 12/6.
No. z 15/:\o. I e,1uiva!cnt to Nos.
35, so, 75 Plug-in coils.
2 e·lUivalent to Nos. roo,
l."JO, 200, 250 Plug-in coils.

November, 1!>24

..

- as simple as a child's transfer
The new method of marking the paneL

T

..
I

Get a Set
To-day!

HE new method of markin1 t he panel-in preferenc:e to
engraving-is by usina Radio Press Panel T ransfcn.
A hot cloth and a pair of scissors are the only •• tools "
required. Thio is how the job is done : remove the atid
protective covering from the face of the transfer (at in the
photo). cut the label required, and lay it face downward upon
l leitt a
t he panel in the exact position it should occupy.
cloth pad and pre.s t he transfer in firm contnct with the panel.
It will immediately adhere. and t he paper backi ng can be
removed. A few minutes will see the whole of the panel
dearly marked quite u neatly as engraving at a fraction of itt
coat. The Radio Press Envelope includes every possible
title it is possible to think of, to1ether with many duplicatea.
Get one to-day from your Boolcsdler and complete your
u .iati"i Reuiver.

Radio Press Ltd.
Bush H ouse, Strand, W .C.2

6~
PER SET.

A SK FOR: "RADIO PRESS
From
all BtobeUers

Panel Transfers''

TII.E

November, 1924

wIRELESS CoNSTRUCTOR

THE MASTER TRANSFORMER.
ES-I8 micro-microfarads, the lowest self-a.pacity of any transformer in general use,
it eliminates the chief cause of distortion and enables a greater degree of ampli·
fication to be obtained at the higher frequencies up to the useful range of audibility.

Y
•

The internal construction is so different, the primary and secondary windings are each
split up into SLX sections, the primary being placed on the outside of the secondary. Con·
sider the advantage this method must have over the usual system, where the coil is wound
higgledy-piggledy over the whole core. The National physical Laboratol'J have tested the
New R.I., the results have been published in the Press, and all particulars are available
for your inspection.
Buy The Transformer designed and built in every detail to approach the ideal.
L-correct inductive ftluel ol primal)' and aecondiUT wiDdblp.
2.- Mlnimum hyateresia, oapaclty, and leakare loasea.
3.- Low aelf-capacity between and acrou wind1Dp.

4.- Eftlcient iron circuit.
6. -Blgh iuaulation between IDdividiW 11'1ndinrs &Dd ocn.
8.- Haximum mechanical atrenath &114 freedom from lnakdon.

A year's gu&rantee, and oue R.I. Transformer BookW wWa 4!.atGrUoDl•
"lth each instrument.

Telephone: l<egel\t 6214· 5-6

l<aclio

12 Hy<:ls
I'••••

Pnotfd aud Pulili.~td by Oo"'""
LTo.,
S rand, I.w.don, W.t.. •- Sub..-nttiou. an-t
!!au~. 5<-uthams>too Row, l.ondou , W.<'. '·
.!>olt -" 'eot. lw ....~ra~aow . GQr..WWO

clrc:ul.t 4lacrama IDPPW

"kkegrams:mstradiQ l.ol\dor\

lr\sti~Lin7et\ts

l_tcl.

S l:r~e t, O x ford Street"

W. I.

Lon1 .-\ere, Lor>Joo, W.C. 2. on tbe rsth of every month fo r the Jln>r>rletora. Rio oro Part" Lncmto, Dusb liollU
editorial commiUllt'allons to 10 \0 latter addroiJ. Advertlsemtfli Olli.ces: Jlarday'a A4vcrti•lng Lw., Sentinel
Phone: Aluseum 7s6o and 1s66. Rerut•~ at a Wop>ino fer ~o by <'aaadWI Map1lue Pc6&.
& 1.014:1> {.\ ... u-~1 L.W. ~ 1.4- u """""' u.- : YWn1 111-.
LUL-:\~, '9~ ..

""""">•

,

